CHAPTER TWO

Lao Zi the Man
The items which will be dealt with in this section are: Lao Zi's names, birtþlace,
occupation, his meeting with Confucius, his book (ttris item will just be mentioned here
since the previous chapter has dealt with it already), and, finally, his identifications with
Lao Lai Zi,Lao Peng, and Taishi DAN (the Grand Historian DAN).
The standard for judging historical fact in this section will be the Chinese classics.
Va¡ious hypotheses concerning these items will be analyz*d in the light of these classics
along with the accumulated analyses and commenta¡ies which assist in supporting or
rejecting the positions we will consider.
Concerning the subjects with which we wiìl deal, the va¡ious hypotheses and thei¡
outstanding representatives Íìre as follows:

A. Lao Zi

Z,ç

is to be identified with Lao Dan

ãffi

of the sixth century BC,

whom Confucius visited.
I . He was author of the Inozi and was identical with Grand historian DAN A.*.fg
(Bi Yuan
and A.C. Graham6).
2. He was author of the Inozi and a senior jz (literati) of the type of which
Confucius eventually became the leader (Hu Shi ÉEË).*
3. He was author of the Iaozi (HuangFanggang ËÈffilJ).*t

+fi,*

4. He was author of the Laozi but different from DAN Æ (Ma Xulun .Efi{âÍt
Chen Zhu EFfl,o2 Gao Heng Èã,0- Chen Guyinc lHffÆ,'?* Ren Jiyu EffifuJt
Zhang Dainian IFL'è+ .oo)
5. His sayings were collected and published by later people (Guo Moruo *Ë*).-
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B. Lao Zi lived in the Spring and Auturnn Period but was not author of the Laozi.
1. He lived before Mo Zi Ëf (Stn+tn centuries BC ), but never wrote a book.
Confucius never visited him, but he may or may not have been an expert onceremonies
(Cui Shu ëd).0"
2. He saw Confucius in 501 BC, but the book was written toward the end of the
Waning States Period (Liang QichaoaTe and Xu Kangsheng ÈîfrË,*æ).
3. He was identical with Lao LaiZ;i Z#7 (6th century BC ), but the author of the
Inozi was probably Chan Ho (350-270 BC ) (Qian Mu ffiÞ\*'
C. Lao Zilived during the V/arring States Period (480-2228C).
1. He was identical with the Grand Histo¡ian DAN (Luo Genze ætEi+,* Dubs&).
2. He was identical with DAN, the author of, the Laozi, but different from Lao Dan,
whom Confucius visited ('Wang Zhong iÏ.tr).*

Li Er of the Warring

3. He was identical with

States Period, but uncertain is
whether any one named Lao Dan existed during the time of Confucius (Feng Youlan).ß
4. He lived after the time of Yang Zhu tã#. (the 4th century BC) and was not the
author of the l¿ozi (GuJiegang ffiEffill)."ó

D. Lao Zi was not a real person but is a mere legend (Arthur Waley,e Itö Rangu,s
Tsuda Sokichi

(I

872- I 96 I ),s

Hou'ù/ailu {Êfi.É.)'s

Above, then, are the major conflicting positions concerning Lao Zí. And thus far little
nerv information concerning Lao Zi has been discovered beyond that possessed by Sima
Qian. Scholars usually accept certain parts of the biography that seem to them most
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reasonable or most suitable for their own theories and then try to substantiate or justifu
them. And, no matter how much one might doubt the records of Sima Qian, one cannot

yet assert that his records are incorrect. "Under such ci¡cumstances," Chan Wing-Tsit
says in 1963, "scholars can accept the biography without question, on the assumption
that Ssu-ma Ch'ien was in general a very reliable historian and was some two thousand
years closer to the events, ând that, essentially speaking, we have no more information
than he had."1er This is also the point of view of the present work. In the following we
shall discuss it in detail.

2.1 The names of.Lao Zi
The names of Lao Zi are surounded rvith mystery. In both his biography of Lao Zi and
in his autobiography,te Sima Qian refers to him as Li Er ä4. The private name Er,
meaning "ear", has been generally accepted.

2.1.1Surname
The sumame Li

ã,

ordinarily meaning "plum," has led to both amusement and puzzlement.

It has -eiven rise to stories that he was born under a plum tree and that he got the
surname because he ate bitter plums when he rvas a refugee. These are amusing stories,

but the humor is more than offset by the puzzlement. As Wing-Tsit Chan pointed out,
no such surname was evident before the fourth century BC. Furthermore, during the
V/arring States Period (480_222 BC ) no one refened to him as Li.is
To avoid difficulty on this point, Yao Nai f/[R (0731 - 1815) has suggested that
his original surname was actually Zi +, but. because of its similarity in pronunciation
to 'li' in ancient times, he wâs known as Li.*x Ma Xulun ,€*¡lâ thinks Yao's analysis
is close to the truth.tej

ÈF

pointed out, Yao presented no evidence for his theory.{s
Gao himself believes Lao Zl's real sumame was Lao, but because its pronunciation is
simila¡ to ùat of 'li', he came to be known as Li.'e Concerning Gao's opinion, Chan has
pointed out that "It is interesting that Gao has argued along the same line as Yao Nai
and has offered no more evidence than Yao did."*es
As I studied Gao Heng's notes. however, conceming the biography of Lao Zi in
But as Gao Heng
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I was surprised to discover that, Chan's
criticisrn notwithstanding, Gao does present strong evidence for his position. Thus,
Gao's theory that Lao is the correct surname for this reason gains credibility. We will
discuss this evidence in the secúon on "The reason for the name Lao Zi".

2.l.2The private name
No one doubts that the name Dan 4F itself is important in this quesúon. And its meaning
is clear (long ear). The question is whether Li Er and Lao Dan refer to the same person.
The Ztzuangzi refers to Lao Zi and Lao Dan many times.il It relates in three places the
srory of Confucius visiting Lao Dan.$r And it records in another place an additional
conversation between Confucius and Lao Dan.ru Four times it speaks of Lao Zi andLao
Dan as one person.s3 It also quotes twice from the Inozi words attributed to Lao Dan.s
Likewise, the HanfeiTi quotes twice from the lnozi words attributed to Lao Dan.s The
Huainanzi, too, quotes two passages from the Laozi as words of Lao Dan,s while other
quotations from the lnozi are said to come from LaoZi. Clearly LaoZi and Lao Dan a¡e
treated ¿ìs one man in these books. The Lüshi chunqíu mentions Lao Dan in a number of
places.$7 In two of these, however, the Chinese cha¡acter is not Dan 4S Uut anotfier one
whose pronunciation is also danW,and means the same thing.s In fact, the name DAN
ffi, the Great Historian in the third account of Sima Qian's record. was also pronounced
the same and meant "long ear". This raises the question whether the Grand Historian
DAlri was not the same person as Lao Zi. This is a complicated problem with which we
cannot be deal until we come to the third account.
Concerning rhe coufesy name Boyang {gffi,Wang Niansun Íftlsr (.t744-1832)
has pointed out that the original edition of ,Såryi reads, "His private name was Erh,
courtesy name Dan, and surname Li." Since Sima Zhen A,€É (fl.727) explicitly says
"o 6ao Heng 1973: pp. l5GI59.
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rhe

that the words "courtesy name Boyang" were not co¡¡ect,
Wang has concluded rhat the name is a later addition.Ð In point of fact, the name comes

in his

Såryi suoyin

ÉÈõF

ê{lXÉ.

from the Shenxian zhuan

attributed to Ge Hong

E*

(253-333?).510

It

was

added because a Boyang in the eighth century BC was reputed to have suPernatural
power and foreknowledge of the end of the Zhou Dynasty (l I I l-249 BC ), and followers
of the Daoist religion attempted to attribute this power and foreknowledge to Lao Ziby

giving him the name of this prophet.s¡r The courtesy name Boyang lâW is definitely a
false name.

Conceming the statement that Lao Zi had a posthumous name, Wing-Tsit Chan
states concerning Yao Nai's resea¡ch: not only does no posthumous name appear in the
original edition of the Så¿Jt, but conferring a posthumous name on Lao Zi would have
been considered improper, because he was a coflìmoner and not eligible for one.5t2 Chan
was certainly cofrect in this. Thus, the notion that

LaoZi had a posthumous name is also

false.
2.1.3 The reâson for the

nameLaoZí

Why has he been called Lao Zr'! Many attempts have been made to answer ttris question.
The most common explanation is that of Zheng Xuan #ã (127-200), according to
whom "Lao" means "old age".5r3 Ge Xuan Eã says that Lao Ziwas so called because,
when he was born, he was already old with white hair.5r4 The later theory is too fantastic
to be taken seriously, whereas the former has been generally accepted.
Some, however, take " Lao" to mean "tO inquire". Thus, Lao Zi acquired his name,
because he penetrated and understood the principles of things' Chan Wing-Tsit says
about this notion that it is" a theory too speculative to be of any merit".s't

2.l.3.lLao

t

Modern scholars have not been satisfied with the interpretation of. I'ao as meaning "old
age", for no reason according to this theory forbids all old people rather than just one
man being called "Lao".
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Biography of l-aoZi.
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zh¿¿sfiÊilÉi¿. Nothing is known concerning

Zhunxiang.
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Gao Heng thinks that "Lao" was a surname.5ró Concerning this opinion, Chan says,
"The rouble with this theory is that it does not explain why the Records of the Historian
says his surname was Li."5r7

In trying to resolve the difficulty, Hu Shi suggests that Lao may have been the
Li the clan name. He thinks that, although LaoZi lrras not a noble and was

surname, and

therefore not entitled to a clan name, he may have had a courtesy name. For the usual
practice during the Spring and Autumn Period was to put one's courtesy name before the

Zhu ffift also believes that Lao was a surname but for a
different reason. He is of the opinion that l¡ and lao were interchangeable because of
honoúfìc

one.srE Chen

their similar pronunciation. And this interchangeability is the reâson that he was called
,,Lao¡.51e

This study, however, agrees with Gao Heng that "Lao" was the surname of I-ao Zï
The reason of he was called both Lao and Li is that the pronunciation of the two
cha¡acters was the same. Below four items of evidence, which have been provided by
Gao Heng, can support this theory.

A. The first proof
In classics such as Zhuangzi

#7,

Xtaa¡ ã 7, Han¡e tzi WIFÍ, LüIan EH' ¿rït ëË8,
(Confucius), Mo Zi
Zhanguoce ffiEEffi, references to Kong Zi
etc., At
employed their surnames. Only in reference to Lao Zi was an exception made and the
name Lao Dn äE* was employed. But this ûame was chosen ratherthan Li Dan
was chosen rather than Lï Zi +:F. These naming preferences are
and Lao Zi
evidence that Lao is the original surname.tt

Ëf,

ÍL7

*ffi,

Z,Í

B. The second proof
The surname LaoZ could be found in ancient times, but not Li + (r'.e., before the Qin
"There was one
Dynasty). Examples can be found, e.g., in Shiben Zhuanxu
called Lao Tong" 4"e. Fengsutongyi Etlãi@* reads: "Lao Shi
is the descendant
of Lao Tong ZË, who is the son of emperor Zruan ffi." Zuozhuan ËË nute Cheng
.fr in ttre f¡fteenth year says that there was once a sima (a kind of official name rather
than a surname like Sima Qian) named LaoZuo ätË. X¿ in the same book Duke Zhao
83 in the fourteenth year says that there was a Sima named Lao Qi #l{t in the state of
Lu Ê.. Gao says: "Probably both Lao Zuo and Lao Qi had the surname'Lao'. They were
not necessarily descendants of Lao Tong, though this proves that there r¡/as a sruname

ËfiffiÊ
ãft

stn

5"

Yao Nai: Inozi zhang¡-i: preface, 2b. Cf. Chan 1963: p.40.

Chan 1963: p.40.
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Gao Heng 1973:
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hisChongdíng Laazi

'Lao' ancient times."tr Gao also doubted that the surnames of Lao Peng
Shang È and Lao L^i ZX from Chu S were perhaps 'Lao Z'.tn

Z"zl

from

Concerning the surname Li 4, Gao says that no such surname was current during
the 240 years of the Spring and Autumn Period except in one case in the Zuoshizhuan
Ë.É.Æ.Duke Min H in the second year says that there was a Li Ke EÊ in Jin ã.
Here Li E is different from Li ã. In Gao You's È-#notes for Lulan: Xíanji EH,ftð,
Li Ke EiÊ had been quoted as Li Ke €fr,. Gao says this former word was changed by
to
This was just because their pronunciations were same.
later writers from

E

ë.

According to Baxter, the two words'pronunciations were:

tr li < lix < *c-rj? (978a)

+

li < lix < *c-{?

(980a)

(Modern Chinese < Middle Chinese < Ancient Chinese)5:3

Li .E ræher
in the eighteenth year says there

Their ancient pronunciations were "*c-r.¡?". In all other places, the surname
than

Li

#

was employed. For example, Duke Zhao

gtfi

ffi

in Zheng ffi. en¿ fhe lrryu å# says that there was a Li Ge EË in
the form Li Li +#, but in the Zuozhuan this
Lu ã. Shíji: Xunlizhuan
"ÉÈÉ has
name was written as Shi Li :t#. ¡ccording to Gao, Ztanguoce and Hanfeizi are the
sources of the surnameLi..The Zhanguoce yields names such as Li Li ã'Eå, Li Tan
#'# and Li Mu 4*1. and the Hanfeizi offers Li Ke 4fr and Li Shi ëÊ. The
surname Li ë was not current, therefore, in the tirne of Lao Zi. And Gao affirms that
Lao ë. is clearly the surname of LaoZi.s2a
was a Li Xi

C. The third proof

ã?

(original characters) were not available for the surnames of ancient
Ë? (borrowed characters)s5 were often employed. One surname in
this way often became several surnames. According to the Jinyu É#, Huang Shi ËÉ,
for example. has twelve surnames: Si E was similar to Si Ð1 and Yun 7t; Ren if was
similar to Nan Ë and others; Yi & was simila¡ to Yan 'lE and Ying ffi. Examples of
this multiplication of surnames are unlimited.t$ Xun Qing äffl was similar, e.g-, to
Sun Qing #.îil,"riarlzhong E'ff to Chen Zhong EFí*, ttui n .E-Í to Hui ã #7,er
alia-sr One can imagine, then, how the surname of Lao Zi changed from Lao to Li.
The benzi

people, so jiezi

5tt
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GaoHeng l9?3: p. 157.
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B¿rter 1992 p. 173.
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158.

Ibid.

lbid.
Ibid.
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D. The fourth proof
were 1-' (Lainiu
The initials of both Lao ë, and Li
initials of both were "*C-", thus they were sÍìme:

$

X#). According to Baxter,

the

Z lfu <lawX <*C-ru? (1055a),5:6
€ lí < lix < *C-rj? (978a) and tr < lix < *C-rj? (980a)
= < Ancient Chinese)5'
(Modern Chinese < Middle Chinese
pffH

(the part of you W), nd the final of
Li, 'rj? ', belongs to zhi bu Zffi (the part of zhi 2) in classic Chinese pronunciation.
These two parts were so close to each other in ancient times that no real distinction
obtains between them.s$ According to Baxter, the two parts you W and zhi 2- werc

The final of 'Lao', i.e. ,'ru?' , belongs Ío you bu

different but similar in final,

2 ài

< tsyi

.

*¡¡i

1962a)53Ì

Éi yôu < ?juw < *? (r)jiw(?) (l I l5c)r3:

The two finals
saay,

"i" and "iw"

were different but could be rhymed each other. This is to

li could be replaced by lao. Gao Heng has provided proof of this replacement in

of the Inozi, where the pronunciations of. lao and /¿ are
the
text
reads, for example: (in order to see some traces of the
rhymed. Chapter two of
ancient pronunciation, the pronunciation of the texts in modern Chinese will be also
written out in pinyrn)
the rhymed passages of the text

Shengren chu wuwei zhi shi,
xing buyan zhi jiao,
wanwu ¿uo yân cr bu ci,
sheng er bu you,
wei er bu shi.

*J\ftfr.fJ/-g,
'ÉZÑ-È/.ü'

n+tußÉññÊ!.

effi^ã,

äffi^1+.
(Therefore) the sage keeps to the deed that consists in taking no action
and practises the teaching that uses no uords.
The myriad creaturcs rise yer it claims no authority;
It gives them life yet claims no possession:

lt benefi¡s them ¡let exacts no gratitude;
It accomplishes its øsk yet lays claim to no meril (Chapter 2)
52s

5e

to'

lbid.:p.772.
lbid.:p.713.
Gao Heng 1973:p. 157

tr' Baxter 1992: p.80a.
r': /àid.: p- 809.
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In the classic Chinese of the period of spring and Autumn, jíao *ft belongs to the parr of
M; shí 4, ci ffi, you Ë and såi F belong to the part of zhi 2-. (In fact, jiao
belonged first to the pan of xiao B and rhen ro the pan of hou,ffi; but Gao puts it also
with the pa¡t of you M, because at that rime rhe parrs of you @, xiao H and hou lR
were close.)5tt These two parts can be rhymed.
Another example is from chapter nine, which reads:

&

you

Chi er yin-e zhi,
bu ru qi yi.
Chuai er rui zhi,
bu ke chang bao.

Jinyu man rang,
mo zhi neng shou.
Fugui erjiao,
zi yi qi jiu.
Gong sui shen tui tian zhi dao.

{.+ñæ.2,

õ!!FB.

ffiffiffi¿.
ñ.ÉIHR.

âÍ,,ËË,
HZÊl¿+.

Ê'ñmff,
ÊËÊë.
ürüåìEfr7_Ê..
Rather than fill it to the brim by keepin-e it upright
Better to have sropped in time;
Hammer it to a point
And the sharpness cannot be preserved for ever;
There may be gold and jade to fill a hall
But there is none who can keep them.
To be overbearing when one has wealth and position
Is to bring calamiry upon oneself.
To retire when the task is accomplished
ls the way of heaven. (Chapter 9)

Bao

R,

shou

part of zhí

í

4, jiu & nd

2.

dao Ê belong ro rhe part of you W; y E belongs to the
These examples show as well that the two parts you and zhi can be

rþmed.
The third example is from chapter 14, which reads:
Ying zhi bu jian qi shoul
Shui zhi bujian qi hou.
Zhi gu zhi dao,
yi yu jin zhi you.
Neng zhi gu shi.

shi wei dao
trt'

ji.

Gao Hen-e l9?3: pp. t58-159
125

fr.z-õ.fr,HÊ,
WZñ.fr.HFa.

ä,ÉzjË.

r))'{f,+2É,

ffi,fraffi,
ËiÊËt¿.
Hold fast to the way of antiquity
In order to keep in contol the realm of today.
The ability to know the beginning of antiquiry
Is called the thread running through the way. (Chapter 14)

Ís

ji #

Ë

belong to the part of you W; you ã, shi ffi and
and dao
Shou É, hou
belong to the p¿rt of zhi 2. These are a third set of examples which prove that the two
pârts of yau and zhi can be rþmed.
The fourth example is from chapter 33, which reads:
Zllizuzhefu:Qiang xiang zhe you zhi;
Bu shi qi suo zhejiu;
Si er bu wang zhe shou.

frEãÈ;
i&11ãÊ?".:

T,*.frtfâh;

mñ tä*.
Hc who knows contentment is richl
He who preserves is a man of purpose;

He who does not lose his staúon will endure,
He who lives out his days has had a long life. (Chapter 33)

*É,
belongs to the part of you W; fu
zhí Ë and jiz â belong to the part of uåi
Z. These are a fourth set of examples which prove that the two parts can be rhymed.
The parts of you and zhi are very often rhymed inthe Laozi. Gao suggests that one can

ShouÊ

even suppose that they belonged to one and the same part at that time.sr
The above analysis demonstrates that the initials of

li

$

atd lao

*.

were the same,

and rheir finals were different but could be rhymed; therefore, the pronunciations of ü
and lno were quite close to each other.s35 Gao Heng thus gives a fourth item of evidence
to prove that Lao was the sumame of Lao Zi. Gao also says that in the classics prior to

the Qin Dynasty only the names Lao Dan and Lao Zi were used. The surname Li was
not used. Thus, Gao thinks that as a name "Lâo" wâs changed to "Li" in the Han
Dynasty.só He also says: "According to the ancient classics of Zhou and Qin, all cailed
the man Lao Dan Z4* (note by Paulos Huang: 1t was taken to be the same as 4É. Cf.
rþ
5ri
s36

Gao Heng 1973: p. 158.

/åid.: p. 158lbid.: p.

t59.
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ZiZ,7

without use of Li +." s3''
Based on these four strong items of evidence, then, this studv agrees with Gao
Heng taking "Lao" as the surname oîLaoZi.

above.) or Lao

2.1.3.2

Zi+

Concerning the word ¡i Homer H.Dubs offers the novel interpretation that it may have
the ordinary meaning of a viscount.ss Concerning this theory, Chan says: "Evidently he
was influenced by his belief that Lao Tzu's son was a general in the fourth century BC.
With these rare exceptions, scholars. both past and present, and both Asian and Western,
¿¡re content with its being an honorific, meaning a gentleman, scholar, or master, as in
the case of Chuang Tzu (Zhuang Zi), Hsun Tzu (Xun n) (Í1.298-238), and the rest."'3e
Chan, however, correctly criticizes Dubs, when he points out that it was not Lao
Zi's son but the Grand Historian DAN's son who was a general in the fourth century
BC. 5t0 The word 'Zi' should be understood as a term of honor meaning a gentleman, a
scholar, or a master.
2.1.3.3 When did Lao Dan ë\fr begin to be called 'LaoZi Z,+'?
IVe cannot say for certain when Lao Dan began to be called LaoZi. Some schola¡s even
doubt that the names Lao Dan and Lao Zi refer to the same person. This study accepts
the theory that they are the same person, and that person was the author of the book
called the la.ozi. Concerning this issue one can see the section on "Lao Dan and Lao Zi"

below.

. Summary: Lao Zi's surname was Lao ä, Uut this name was probably changed to be Li
ä in the dme of the Han Dynast1,. His private names were Er 4 and Dan ffi. Boyang
19ffi was not his true private name- He was called Lao Zi as an honorary name,
meaning a gentleman, a scholar, or a master, as in the cases of Kon-e Zi, Zhuang Zi,Xun
Zi, Hanfei Zi, etc.

2.2 Lao Zi's birthplace
'We can claim some certainty about Lao

Zi's naúve district. He was a native of Quren ffi
E in Li $ county, which was in the state of Chen H until it was captured by Chu ëin
535 BC. It was general practice for Han Dynasty writers to refer to places by their
current rather than by their ancient names: so Sima Qian said that Lao Zi was a native of
ttt lbi¿
sjs "'Ihe
Date and Circumsønces of the Philosopher Lao-2i," Journal of the American

rxr

(194r).221.

"o chan l9ó3: pp. 40-41.
st'
See the section. "The Son of Lao Zi" in the same chapter of this study.

t2'7

Oriental Society,

Chu.sr Zhang Chengqiu lEFfrîk has the opinion but for a different reason. He says
Confucius died in 479 BC, and the next year, i.e., 480 BC, is the beginning of the period
of Warring States. If LaoZi died after 535 BC, when Chen was captured by Chu, LaoZi
was an official native of Chu. And if Lao Zi died after Confucius, living at least ninety
years, he lived until the period of Waning States.s2 We do not have to suppose that Lao
Zi managed to get to the age of 160 or 200 years, then, in order to place him within the
V/arring States Period.

2.3 Lao Zi's occupation
With reference to Lao Zi's occupation, Sima Qian says that he wÍß a curator of a¡chives
(Shoucang shi zhi shi ÌffiãZÊ) in the Zhou capital (present Luoyang t&W). T}ire
term the historian uses in his description merely means a collector and curator.s3 Apart
from this uadition opinion, however, several different hypotheses have been proposed.

#+

2.3.1 The hypothesis of the T,huangzí

According to the Zhuang¿t, which reports that Confucius wanted to deposit his writings
in the capital through the good office of Lao Zi, the latter's occupation was "Zhengcang
shi

läffi.Ê"

the

Zhangcang zhuan

(a curator of

books).s Sima Zhen in his Såyi suoyin says that, according to

tFÊ€, Lao 7i wæ Zhuxia shi ÊT Ê (a curator by the column)ss
îLffiæ (574-@8), quoting the ,Sår7i, says that Lao Zi was a "curator

but Kong Yingda
of books or a curator by the column."s

ffiã

2.3.2 The hypothesis of ZhengXuan
Zheng Xuan says: "Lao Da¡ was the Taishi

tÉ.

Gistorian) of Zhou."s? As Kong Yinda

has pointed out conceming this theory, we lack information concerning the basis for his

assertion-s But Gao Heng agrees with Kong.re

t''

tt
13

-t!
i'r

5o'

Chan 1963: pp.37-38.
Zhan-s Chengqiu 1977: p. 99.

Sima Qian's Shiji: Inozi Hanfei liezhuan.
-.
¿huangl:
tønúao.

Gao Heng says rhar this is based on the theorl' of Qian Daxin fåtBf. and this quotation from the
Vtangcang ahuan ðoes not appear in the present Sår¡i but should have appeared in the original ediúon.
On this point see Gao Hen-g 1973: p- 160.

his Liji zheng¡i iLië.fi-!., t 8: t lu. The quotation does not appear in the present 5åyï but may have
been in the original edition. as Chan says. See Chan 1963: p. 55 note 40.
In

5tt

In Tzngzi*en shu Ê+l:llñL, Zheng's sa¡,ing *'as quoæd. Cf. Gao Heng l9?3: p, 16l.
5" Zheng Xuan's commenlary on the Analects, quoted by Kong Yingda. Cf. Chan 1963: p. 55 note 42.

'o' Gao Heng 1973: p. ló1.
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2.3.3 The hypothesis of the Liexìtnzhuan

tllt[lç

The Liexianzhwn ítl{lJJÉ (Biographies of Many Immortals) says: "Lao

Zi was the
Zhuxia shi fÈT*. (curator by column) of Zhou, which was changed to Shoucang shi
ffiS (curator of books)."sr Agreeing wirh this theory, Lu Deming lÃ'ÆW also says:

f

"All

say that (he) was

frst Zhuxia

shi and rhen was changed to be Shoucang shi."sst

.

Summar)': Putting all these various hypotheses together, the present author does not
think any irreconcilable conflict emerges between the two titles, "Shoucang shi" (curator
of archives or books) and "Zhuxia shi" (curator by the column). The two offices were
probably identical, since the phrase "by the colurn¡" may mean being near the columns
of the palace, that is, having an important office near the ruler. Alternatively, it may

literally mean that the collection was placed at the foot of the columns. The change of
title, then, did not necessarily imply a change of offrce, and we can consider the titles as
identical. This identification has been proved by Gao Heng. For further information
conceming this subject, one can refer to Gao Heng's Shiji Laozi zhuan jian¿heng.srt
Thus, this work accepts the opinion that Lao Zi was a curator of books, regardless of
whether he was in an office by the columns.

2.4 The meeting between Lao Zi and Confucius
2.4.lThe records concerning the meeting
The meeting between Lao Zi and Confucius has been recorded in many classics, and
this point should be adequate evidence that the meeting really happened.
That Confucius learned from Lao Zi is recorded many times in the Zhuangzi,ss3
once in ¡he Lißhi chunqiu,ss and four times in fhe Book of Rites.sss That the rwo met is
recorded three times inthe Ztuangzi,556 and once in the Book of Rites.5s7
The records of the Zhuangzi report many times that this meeting took place. This
issue concerning the reliability of the book of Zhuangzi will be discussed below.
Apart from the allusion in the Inner chapters, accepted as writren by Zhuang Zi
55t'

tt'

Cf. Gao Heng 1973: p. 161.
Lu Deming: Jingdian shiven 91.&14?-: preface.

ttt SeeGaoHeng

t"

I973: pp- 16l-ló2.

Chs.12,13, 14.2t.and22.SPTK,5:9b.29b,43b.7:33a,46a.Gilespp.123,136-13?, t4:/,202,a¡d
213.

tto
555

Ch-2, sec.4, SPTK, 2:9b.

"QuestionsofTsengTzu."secs.16.32,34.and36.SeeLegge(tr.),Thel¡Kt."sacredBooksofthe
Eas¡, "

si"

XXVII.

325,

3

38-39. 340-42, respectively.

Chaprers 13, 14, and 21. SPTK,7:33a: Ciles p.202.

55t -questions

of Tseng Tzu," sec. 32. See Legge (tr-), The Li Ki, "Sacred Books of the East,..

338-339.

t29

XXVII

pp.

himself in the late 4th century BC, the earliest firmly datable references to the meeting
is the Dangran É* section of the Züshi chunqiu EÉË¿k (c.240 BC), which says:
"Confucius learned f¡om Lao Dan, Meng Su, and Kui Jingshu" (R7gÌ$U4Ê ' É

In Guigong pian ÊAÊ, Lao Dan and Confucius were also mentioned
when
together
they comrnented on something differently.m
Inthe Book of Rites four different passages guote Lao Dan's words on funerals and
mouming rites, in which he is serious as well as meticulous. The second passage relates
that when Confucius and Lao Dan were assisúng at a funeral, an eclipse occurred, and
Lao Dan told Confucius to have the bier stopped on the left side of the road. For,
according to the rules of propriety, Lao Dan said, a superior man would not expose his
relatives to darkness, which is evit. (fl.?E : Ê#E'æZ\ÈBJæ+êHE¡ËAZ .
: É- t- JLMÊ , JL9-YIF,,,iæ).$' The Liji has recorded this meering several

ffi ' æËfl).5e

Zffi=

times.so'

Tbese passages are sure indications of a widespread story about Lao Zi from which

Sima Qian obtained the information that this tradition has been perpetuated by the
Confucian school itself. Chan says: "Therefore, we cannot dismiss it as a Taoist fabrication
to glorify Lao Tzu as Confucius'teacher."$3

2.4.2The hypothesis that the meeting never occurred
Concerning the meeting, scholars such as Liang Qichao and his followers deny that it
ever took place, arguing mainly from two points: one is the inconsistency among the
speeches of Lao Zi in different recordst the other concems the reliability of the source

will analyze both of these points.
Other scholars as well reject the veracity of the story concerning the meeting
between Lao Zt and Confucius. D. C. Lau, for example, thinks that the story of the
encounter between Confucius and Lao Z became widely known and accepted only
during the forry yeârs or so between 2828C and 240 BC.5e
The record of the meeting in many classics, however, is clea¡. Those who have
rejected the story of the meeting, therefore, have done so not so much on the basis of
such details as the date and conversation but on the basis of the source of the story
itself. Another reason for this rejection is that the words of Lao Zi in these records a¡e
supposedly recording the meeting. This study
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Lü Buwei: Lüshi chun4iu,

ch- 2t4.

"#iÅËffi1ä 'mTË* ' E: #íÅË2 ' #i^î+¿ ' I'tr
.
" ?.HÊ¿A: ãÊ,,\frcfF &u.Hã *. "
si "Questions of Tsen-g Tzu," secs- 16, 32, 34, and 3ó. See Legge (ü.), The ti Ki, "Sacred Books of the
t'n'

Lüshi chunqiu:Guisons

pian reads:

*Ê? TLrlÅ.ZE: *H#iñE
East,

sot

"

XX\rII,

*

325, 338-39, 34042, respecùvely.

ËãÊlñËliÎ.lft. TBü

*'

"ãH#ãHã

In ¡he other lhree places, the Lr)i records: One is
' ..." The third
'
9åE :

a : ãË:ËuFE: ããB^lÊgã'äåzË

"

Chan 1963:.9.46.

t* D.C.Lau

1963 and1982:p. 129.

130

"

is

o

" Another is

" fl,f E: ÉH*U

" iEm : âë¿StHü# ' #Fl+

different from those in the Laozi, allowing scholars to argue that these two different
stattments cannot be given by one and the same person, LaoZL
Lian-e Qichao led many writers in this di¡ection. Liang presented six arguments
against the entire biography of Lao Zi. His third and fourth arguments directly deny the
veracity of any report of the meeting.56
This work will argue below after a keen analysis of the position of Liang and his
followers that the traditional records conceming the meeting between Lao Zi and Confucius
c¿nnot be rejected.

L4ljThe

inconsistence among the speeches of Lao Zi in different records
Oæ argument for rejecting the meeting is that Lao Zi's words as recorded inthe Book
R¡æs and Shíjí are inconsistent with those nthe Laozi-

ÀÎhe

argument of Liang and his followers
Lielg's third argument was, in fact, a repetition of one offered by Wang Zhong

(17*94)

of

EF

ëft

(1740-1816). Liang asserts that Lao Zi's words as recorded
in S,ima Qian's Bíography of Lao Zi are inconsistent with those recorded in his Biography
and Cui Shu

of Catfucius.

Sima Qian says concerning the meeting between Lao Zi and Confucius
Biography of Lao ¿i, (translation by the pr€sent work's author)

in

his

llã' lE +Lmåf , 2,Í á : + tfr È #, F/'. 5 Ë Ë Ë' f5 h, IÉÃã #4' EÊ + î+H
!'Íru€, ñæFB{, ÃrJËFmÍr. ãEz, Èñ*üËË. Ê+ffiffi, ãffi#&. *+zvîF"E
*'ü' #eïi9Ë, eËñämî2â. ÉtfD)Ê+, ËËrñÉ-" +L+t. E#7a : "-9Éfi
FåÉa. ÉÉ*0ËÉåüf. åÉtf,HÊäË. ÉtE{ukÑ. Ùfãrl'Djårâ. \t4|ilrrÆ.
È., ãT-ffi,fr**Frãim -Ex, E + E nz7, xfrftffi ;

lL?ËE,

^

ãl

z?WÉ'Æ,F+gâWt&trl*, ,ÉFti--r.' EÊ7_*'' iÉ ät' ê*' *âF€El'"?-ö'
ee.a.-Eqræ*+] ifrEå-+ E ã+l,TH, ËiËæZË, rfâÈ, Ñ*,HfrHtÍg-.5æ

Confucius went to Zhou to consuh Lao Zi about rules of propriety- Lao Zi said, "Those whom you
talk about are dead and their bones have decayed. Only their words have remained. When the time
is proper, the supcrior man rides in a carriage, but when it is not, he covers himself up and staggers
¿s'ay.

I have heard that a good merchanr stores away his treasures as if his store were empty and that
a superior man with eminent virnre appears as if he wcre stupid. Get rid of your air of pride and
many desires, your insinuating manners and lusdul wishes. None of these is good for you. That is
all I have to tell you-"
Confucius lefr and told his pupils, "I know birds can fly, fish can swim, and animals can n¡nThat which runs can be trapped. that which swims can be nened, and that which flies can be shotAs to the dragon, I don't know how it rides on the winds and clouds and ascends to heaven. Lao Zi.
whom I saw today, is indeed like a dragon!"

s

&cChan 1963: p.45, and Zhang Chcngqiu 1977: pp. SGEl-

tt

rÞang Ling I?råê is the name of the ofñce, Yin Xi FEwas the name of person.

F

165-167.

l3l

See Gao

Heng, 1973:

The meeting is related again in another place of the Sår7i: The Bíography of Confucius,
but Lao Zi's discourse is different. The following is the translation of the records from
rhe Biography of Confucius :

iÊ'iåft/ËE

hL?#.

: [gEEiÆæñiE+ftã

.*7#L*e-. 1$HffiËFåã. æL¿Eãt

5rXãÉ " H^É.ã .E)Åãc,"

"

"

ofi saying, "I've hea¡d it is said that the man of wealth
and power makes parting gifis of mone¡', and that the good man makes paning gifts of words. I
could never be a man of wealth and power: but I sometimes darc to think myself a good man. So
will show you out with a few words. which are as follows: The man who is intelligent and
clear-sighted will soon die, for his cridcisms of others are just; the man who is learned and
disceming risks his life, for he exposes others' faults. The man who is a son no longer belongs to
himself; the man who is subject no longer belongs ¡o himself."$7
Vy'hen he took his leave, Lao Tzu saw him

I

Wang Zhong has notedsT that Lao Zi's serious regard for rules of propriety is entirely
out of tune with his attack on them in chapter 38 of the Inozi. FurtheÍmore, Wang
says,sÓe in the third passage Lao Zi eulogizes the Duke of Zhou (d. lO94 BC) and other
wise men of the past, but in his writing he decla¡es, "Unless sages âre dead, great
robbers will not stop."sÐ

To Wang's ¿t¡gument Cui Shu has added several more. He argues that Lao Zi's
lecture to Confucius during the visit is cha¡acterized by the literary style of the Warring
States Period rather than that of the Spring and Autumn Period. He asks if Confucius
was in fact a man of pride and many desires. And he wonders why the Analects el
makes no mention of Lao Zi if Confucius had really praised him as dragon.tt
Liang Qichao here simply repears the arguments of Wang and Cui. This same
a-rgument has been accepted by many Vy'estern schola¡s. Edwa¡d Chavannes, the t¡anslator
of Shiii, points out, for example that this speech is a condemnation of the intelligence,
filial piety, and royalism that are the essential principles of Confucius' teaching.m And
Kaltenmark says: "We continually come across accounts of (the lecture) in both Taoist
$?
so^

tt'

Transladon by Fiward Chavannes, quoted from Kaltenma¡k 1969: p. 8.
Shu-xuel supplement. 27a.

Chan 1963.

p.42.

tt" This is from
the Zhuang:i, ch.l0. SPTK,4:20a. Cf. Giles (tr.). Ztuangzi p. 102. For

a

similar but less

emphatic saying. see ¡he Laozi, chapter 19.

tt'

Some scholars argue that the Analects did mention some things which can be related to Lao Zi. For
example, Zhang Dainian ;Fft*Ç thinks that the Analecc mentioned "respondin_e to complaint with
vlnue" (*.8)Jffi) and "governin-e with non-action" (*åffiÌå) are evidences of commentary on Lao
Zi; thus. Lao Zi and Confucius were contemporaries. Concerning this point, Cf. Daojia wenhua
¡*anjiu:Diyiji 1992: p. 75. Cf . 7-hang Chenqiu 1977: p. 85. Hu Shi says in this work: "Responding to
complaint with virt¡re" was a criticisism of Confucius, and "governing with non-acdon" was influenced

byLaoZi.

"
"t

Zhu¿¡

koorin lu, l:l2b-13a.

Kaltenmark 1969: p.9.
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and Confucianist writings; unfortunately, the accounts give differing versions of the
place, the date, ¡he number of meetings that occurred, and what Lao Tzu said o¡ did not
say, with the result that it is hard to believe that the rwo grear philosophers ever met at
all." t4

B. Response to Liang and his followers
The response to Liang Qichao and his followers has continued over the years.
Not long after Liang proffered his argument concerning the inconsistency between
the records of Lao Zi in the Såyi and the Líji: Zeng Zi wen,Tang Lan þffiwrote an

article "Lao Dan de xingming he shidai kao ã4ûH-atË&înF'f\4" answered him and
his followers. Tang thinks that it was because of the different contexts of speech that
Lao zi's speech was different from the words of Lao Dan in Líjí: zeng Zi wen;Lao zi
changed his mind when he became old, thus, he attacked the proprietv".s?5
Hu Shi wrore an article during the same period disagreeing with Feng youlan: "To
say the spvit of Zeng Zi wen is contrary to that of the Laozi, is not having understood
the Laozi.

It

has proved that Lao

Zí was a serious man when he valued no-competition

and yielding way."5'6

Zhang Chengqiu, after an analysis of the issues of the debate thar occurred during
the Gushi år'an (Discussion on the Ancient History) from the 1920s to the 1940s, said in
1977 rha¡ he found no inconsistencies b€tween the speeches ofLao Zi as recorded in the

nd those recordedin Liji: kng Zí Wen. LaoZíwas an historian in Zhou for a long
time, so he should have known the rites well; and Confucius could, therefore, reasonably
consult him concerning the rites. The rites created by Zhou Gong ÆJl¡, had aJready
been in use for several hundred years, and much of their original form had been lost.
Clearly, therefoie, if Lao Zi attacked the rites, he did so after he had retired from his
position. Zhang also found no conflicts between the speech of Lao Z in the Såyi and his
words in the book of Daodejing. This speech, for example, is recorded in the .glu7f:
Shiji

?ffiÈâ . ã/\FË . EEfrW. E4=Ê8.
Those whom you talk abour are dead and thei¡ bones have decayed.

l€,ËFIJH.

7r'Ê#Fti&í1
When the rime is proper the superior man rides in a carriage.
but when it is no¡. he covers himself up and staggers away.

ÊrÊËå
eminent vinue appears as if he were srupid.

t"

Ibid.

"'

Zhang Chengqiu 1977 p- 83

5'u

lbid.: p. 85-
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*fffi,.
Get rid

ofyour air of pride and many desires.

For these records, one can see also $2.4.2-lA in the present work. These records fit the
spirit of Daoism, as is clearly seen through a comparison between them and chapters 10,
20,24,30 and 12 of the l-aozi.The event of the meeting, therefore, cannot be denied by
means this argument which attempts to find inconsistencies between the speeches of
Lao Zi in different times and places; and cenainly the a¡gument itself cannot be taken as
evidence for rejecting the notion of such a meeting.n
TtngDainian ffitL<Ç, n a contemporary Chinese philosopher, argues even today
that no inconsistency emerges between the Inozi and the records in Liji: kngziwen,His
argument is aimed mainly ât the opinions concerning whether l-aoZi knew the rites and
at the same time chose to attack them. Some scholars, such as Liang Qichao, have
raised the question concerning how the Daoist founder, who viciously attacks the rites
and the official concept of righteousness, can be said to understand the rites so well as
to be the teacher of Confucius? Zliang Dainia¡l argues that, according to the Lr)ï, Confucius
consulted with Lao Dan conceming the rites; and the author of. the l-aozi (Lao Dan)

knew the rites quite well. Zhang refers to chapter

3l of the lÃozi Ìo show that

no

contradiction exits between them. This chapter says:

*(eX¡Ê)FãTì+¿åå , þJúEZ. rrËËãTË " ÊÍ-ÊRIJÊÈ.. .HÃÊË . trÊñ#
ZZE ' 1FÊl¿=* ' 7Fl+É,iiH Z-' lÉ'&.hL " ffiF-T.#.¿ä ' Ë#TA^ ' *##^Ë '
F|J:FEJ!/I*É,ìXT= " É'€in"Ë; lxlËÊ " Æ#F€EË; -bf+H,EË " Èr)t*ËËz. ñÊ
. ;J,ãåqÈzw . u*Êæ¿ "
^.ts
(a) It is because arms are insrumenc of ill omen and there are Things that deæs¡ them that one
who has the way does not abide by their use. (b) The gentleman gives precedence to the left ç'hen
æ home, but to the right whcn he goes to war. Arms are instrumen¡s of ill omen, not the insruments
of a gentleman. When one is compelled to use them, it is best to do so without relish. There is no
glory in victory; and to glorify it despite this is to exult in the killing of men. One who exults in the
killing of men will never have his wav in the empire. (c) On occasions of rejoicing precedences is
given to ¡he left: on occasions of mouming precedence is given to the right. A lieutenan¡'s place is
on the left; the _eeneral's place is on the right- This means that it is mourning rites that a¡e observed.
When -9rear numbers of people are killed, one should weep over them with sorrow. When victorious
in wa¡, one should observe the rites ofmourning. (Chap. 3l)te

This quotation of rhe rext shows clearly that Lao Zi was quite familiar with the rites.
This fact should be beyond question. Any argument which claims otherwise, then,
should be rejected.

Some, however, view the attacks on the rites found in chapter 38 of the

Inozi

as

n1 lbid.:p.97.

"'
57e

See Zhang Dainian "Lun Lao
w e nhua y anj iu. Di¡* ij
1992: p.

i

Zi zai ¿hexueshi shang de diwei
7

5.

quoted from D. C. Lau 1963 and 1982: pp. 46-a9.
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äãfÉãgË-t

B!tü{ù"

in Daojin

Liji

evidence of inconsistencys& between the records in the

and that

of the /¿oz¡| This

chapter reads:

Ê€ã',É.{ã2',€1iñ12'Ë; Êíä*ã'

Ë2*ffå¿É

ËrxxÊË,ñÊFõE4F . ÉåFzr,eÊ+
**'&Értr.

"

"

The rites are the wearing thin of loyalry and good faith
And the beginning ofdisorder;
Foreknowledge is the flowery embellishment of the way
And the beginning of folly.
Hence the man of large mind abides in the thick not in rhe thin,
in the fruit not in the flower.
Therefore he disca¡ds thc one and ukes the other. (Chap. 38)

This passage, however, does not provide a strong proofofinconsistency either, because
LaoZi, who was once an a¡chivist of Zhou and as such wâs very familia¡ with the rites,
may well have attacked the rites at a later time. Sima Qian clearly established this point
over two thousand yea¡s ago. He says:

EIAT-L,

nÊLH. E Ë*. €*, Ë/r'i9E: "f{+[å*, ,EkAZfi: ftËU +Ëã+

f.TÆ" ãÊÆ.2Ê,

ãfâË, ñ*.Hfrxtf*

Having lived in Zhou for a long time, he rcalized that it was in decline and left. As he reached the
Xi, said, "You a¡e about ro retire. Please ry your best to write a book
for me." Thereupon Lao Zi wrote a book in two pans, expounding the ideas of Way and its virtr¡e
in over five thousand words and then depaned. None knew how he ended.rt:

pass, the pass-keeper, Yin

LaoZi had lived in Zhou for

a long úme as a¡ archivist, an officer charged with taking
care of important books and various rites. A reasonable assumption, then, is that he was
quite familiar with the rites.ss But precisely because he knew these rites for a long time,

he also can be understood to have grown old enough to have seen the decline ofZhou.
And that is why he left his position. Thus, having left his position with an attitude of
disenchantm€nt concerning the rites, we can easily see why he attacks them after his

retirement.
No inconsistency obtains, then, between Lao Zi's knowledge of the rites and his
willingness to artack them. Liang's argument, then, does not succeed in supplying the
evidence by which we can reject the notion a meeting took place between Lao Zi and
Confucius. This study, then, maintains the traditional opinion thar the meeting took
place essentially as reported.
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See

Liangqichao'swords

"+=f¡-l|;¡iÃ$+ËE!^.f¡ãf=iÉìË,H,ç1",quotedinZrangCheng-

qiu 1977: p. 81.

t"t Thu Shi¡it Laczi
Hanfei lie:huary.
J* Chan 1963: p. 36.
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2.4.2.2 The reliabilit"v of the sources concerning the meeting

Another argument for rejecting that the meeting ever took place is that the majority of
the material in the biography comes from the Zhuangzi, which is an un¡eliable source.
This argument has been employed by Liang (his fourth) and many others. Most scholars
who deny thât the meeting took place or who reject the notion that Lao Zi was even a
real historical figure rety on this argument.s
A. The problem of the Zhuøngzi'sWaípían

fj.H

(Outer chapters)

*ffi

(Complex chapters)
anð.Za pían
Tfu, Zhuangzi is held to be un¡eliable mainly because ils Wai pian (Out chapters) md fu
pian (Complex chapters) are accepted generally as later works. The Zhuangzi spealcs,
for example, of Confucius going west to deposit books in the imperial library,se â story
which suggests, as Yao Nai has said, a Han Dynasty fab¡ication attempting to attribute
to Confucius the foreknowledge of the Burning of Books in 213 BC.si Furthermore, it
mentions the "twelve classics" at a time when no book was known as a classic, much
less a set of twelve.
As Gao Heng and Chan V/ing-Tsit have pointed out, however, Sima Qian did not
refer at all to this material from the Zmangzi.M
Chan V/ing-Tsit also says: "The material about Lao Zi's age and descendants did
not come from the Chuang Tzu. One wonders if Ssu-ma Ch'ien did not purposely avoid
the Chuang 1ia as the source. It is more probable that he derived his material from a
long and general tradition about Lao Tzu and Confucius' visit to him."5e The 4tuangzi,
for instance, says that at fifty-one years of age Confucius went to Pei Ìñ (in present
Gansu äffi) to see Lao Zi in order to learn the V/ay.s But Sima Qian says he went
before the age of thirty to Zhou in order to ask Lao Zi about the rules of propriety.5e
Sima Qian ignored two other records inthe Zlzuangzi as well: One was inthe Zhuangzi.
Tianytur, and the other was in the Zhuangzi: Waiwu.N
Gao Heng has a similar opinion. After he compares the records concerning the
meeting between Lao Zi and Confucius in the biography of Lao Zt and that of Confucius
in the Såyi and the chapter called Tianyun F.iE in the Zuangzi Gao says: "When the
"o ch.

13,

sPTK,5:29b. Giles: pp. 136-137.
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Laozi lhang ¡*i): preface, 2b. Cf. Wang Xianqian

5'6

Gao Heng 1973: pp 162-161. Chan 1963: pp. a546.
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17), Zhuangzi

iij ie : p. 71.

Chan 1963l-p.46.
ch.14. SPTK,5:43b. Giles p. t47.
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it was checked by the classics which had been seen (by the
author); therefore, they were in general similar. The present biography of Lao Zi (in the
Såryi) is different from the Tíanyun with few exceprions. As to the records in the
biography of Confucius, they cannot be compared with each other. Thus, it is clear that
ttre Såyi had another b*¡r.'tser
Thus, the unreliability of the Zhuangzi's Outer znd. Complex chapters cannot change
the reliability of Sima Qian's record, because they come from two different traditions.
,lår.¡i employed clâssics,

B. The sources from the Zhuangzi's neí pian Êffi (Inner chapters)
There are seven chapters in the Zhuangzi's Inner chaptersi ¡he Xiaoyaoyou É&ffi, tbe
Qiwulun Æ+rJ-# the Yangshens?hu *EÈ,the Renjíansåi ÅFått, the Dechongfu 'É
fiffi,Ae pazongshi tËÊF and the Yingdiwanng ÆÈ-, and they are usually accepred
as the work of Zhuang Zi himself; and this part also contains much of what is said about
Lzo Zi, or, Lao Dan. Unreasonable is the claim, then, that the records of the Ztuangzi

are on the whole unreliable.

A. C. Graham says: "We admit that the ea¡liest authority which mentions Lao Tan
is Taoist, the Inner chapters

of Chuang-tzø. There remains one more reference to Lao
chu Ë4.È chapter:

Tan, at the end of the Yang sheng

ZEâ*,' *tE¿=ffiiïfi "ËfE'li*i7_æq!?
þEÞJ.h,HL&. ïñâtFü "

E.*"

EËËJILA+"

E'rß"

rWhen Lao Tan died, Ch'in

Yi went to mourn him, wailed three times and came out. A disciple said
'Were you not the Master's friend?'
I was'
"Then is it allowabte to moum him like this?'
It is. Previously I thought he was the man, but now he is not..."'sr

After this quotation conceming Lao Dan's funeral, A.C. Graham says: "riVho is this Lao
Tan? Surely only the man who instructed Confucius in funeral rites."5e3
Another place rn the Zhuangzi's Inner chapters, Dechongfu, records:

Êë'7rãfiili*frr.EFt+,tr .4+trr:tr : " 74æ.Êífrrg,ë.ËËR " EÊ+X . 1!fÃ.
*ftãZqãE : " l',É¿+e^.âñÍF?'&EHg.UTth?'É.tr".u,Fa
t? " *tuhfr ",4*ilã.),Zt)åc,E#r$?
" ZEãF, : " ffiTÉËffi.U*.+þ-ç. y;E
frL782&7å
T'4&-H,ä, æF.Eæ' HE+ ? " ffåtE : " 7.fr|J¿. +q',@ ! "
There was a towering person called Wu Zhi in Lu's Shushan. He followed Zhong Ni's heels and
saw him. Zhong Ni said, "You were not ca¡efuI, you had already made mistakes like this. Although
you come today, what good will it do?" ...... Wu Zhi left. Wu Zhi said ro Lao Dan: "Compared to
the sage, is Kong Qiu not one of them? Why does he so seriouslv take himself as an intellectual?
And he ..- is also famous for the names of the gentle, deceidul, magical, and srange; why does he
rn'
5n2

tnt

Gao Heng 1973: p. 163.
?-huangzi;3,/14. The transladon is guoted from A-C. Graham 1986: p. I

A.C. Graham 1986b: p. 118.
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not know that the sages take them as their own shackles?" Lao Dan said: "Why did you not make
him to take life and death as one, and take possibility and impossibility as one, so as ro leavc his
shackles, when it was possible?" V¡¡u Zhi said: " Hcaven wants to punish him, how can it be
leamed?"

This record shows that Confucius and Lao Dan were contemporaries, since Wu Zhi
spoke with both of them at the same time. This record is included in the Inner Chapters
of the Zhuang¿i and should be accepted as reliable, since it represents a coÍrmon
opinion of scholars that the author of the Inner Chapters was Zhuång Zi , who lived
from the middle of the 4th to the beginning of the 3rd century BC.
Sima Qian, therefore, did not rely aloße on the materials of these chapters of the
Zhuangzi when he wrote the biography of Lao Zi. And this point implies that the
unreliability of the Ztuûtgzi's Outer and Complex Chapters cannot prove Sima Qian
wrong. Moreover, fhe nuangzi 's Inner Chapters support the position of Sima Qian.
C. The sources from the Confucian tradition

That Confucius consulted Lao Dan concernin-9 the rites is recorded not only in the
Daoist classics but in the Confucian classics as well. The Liji: fungzi w¿¿ ËÈf,ÉTF"T
(Questions of Tnng Zi) has recorded this event four times. In one case it reads:

lLTs: ÊäE'#.ZWEI#+ëH,,

Ã.t8.,

HË'Ê¿. ZffiE, É-: tLtßffiÊ.Ê,

rt-XD)

ææ.
Confr¡cius says, "once I followed Lao Dan to bury someone in Xiangdang, at the time of Heng.
There was a solar eclipse, and Lao Dan said, Qiu! Stop the hea¡se on the right side of the road:
stop crying to follow the change."

Confucius quotes Lao Dan four times in this book as a teâcher from whom he learned
about funeral rites. No historical or biographical details can be found in this source, but
one notices with interest that, as in tbe Zhuangzi, Lao Dan is treated as an elder who
addresses Confucius by his personal na¡ne Qiu É,.
The customary opinion was that the Confucianists were frghting with the Daoists
for thousands of years. Sima Qian says: "The people who follow Lao Zi attack
Confucianism, and the Confucianist also attack Lao Zi, since their lùy'ays are different
thus they do not consult with each other. ËZFZ,+#F!#'ffi€ ' Æëd-'#2,7 ,

ËZ<IEZ<fHä#.'"
But if Zhuang Zi is simply

spinning f¡ction about how Confucius learned from Lao
praise
Dan in order to
the founder of his Daoism, why does the Liji, as a Confucian
classic, engage in such fictions? Since both the Daoist and the Confucian classics record
the sa¡ne story, the more reasonable position is that a meeting betneen the two philosophers
has an historical basis.

Therefore, neither the arguments conceming the inconsistency ktween different
records nor those concerning the reliability of. the Zuangzi can reject that the meeting
between Lao Zi and Confucius took place. The meeting between Lao Zi and Confucius

s
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should be accepted as fundamentally historically correct.

2.4.3 The date of the meeting
Concerning the date of the meeting berween

LaoZi and Confucius four hypotheses

are

cufrent.

2.4.3.lsettingthedateatthetimewhenConfr¡ciuswaslTyearsold

the ruler of Lu
In the biography of confucius, the s/rr7i reports that Jingshu &fl asked
gave them a
ruler
The
with
confucius.
.$ to permit him ro visit the capitat of Zhou
for the
capital
visit
the
carriage with two horses and a page, and they proceeded to
visit
po.por" of consulting Lao Zi on rules of propriety.ses The S/r¡r widely places this
Some people have asserted
sornewhere between the 17th and the 30th year of Confucius.
(Duke Zhao's ?th year)'5s
that it took place when Confucius was seventeen, in 535 BC
Sima
But doubt had already arisen concerning this date as early as the eighth century'
have visited Lao
Zhen ã,ãË, cofnmenring on the story, says that confucius could not
difficult for the
"It
is
Lao
Zi,
Zi at thattime, because Confucius rema¡ks in the story to

for a
Way to prevail."se7 This way of speaking, he says, is not a likely expression
who was older
seventeen-year-old bo-v. It would be more appropriate of a Confucius
that
Sima Zhen's
argued
and had Served in the government.se8 In an.v case, Some have
not dependable's
afgument is based on a quOtaúon from a spurious sgurce and is therefore

The position of Liang Yusheng

9èf.Æ

(1745-18i9) is more convincing, however'

was seventeen.@
when he says that when Jingshu had not yet been born when Confucius
then, seems
Therefore, The theory that confucius saw Lao Dan at th€ age of seventeen,

properly criticized.

2.4.3.2Setting the date at the time when confucius was 30 years old
Lao
Also suggested the story from the Biography of Confucius is that Confucius visited
year)'@'
Zi attheage of thirty, ínSZZBC(Duke Zhao's 20th
Bur, as Yan Ruoju ËËÐk (1636-1704) has pointed out, no eclipse of the sun
BC
occurred in that year. He has therefore theorized that the visit took place in 518
eclipse
an
wbich
year
a
in
(Duke Zhao's 24th year), when confucius was thirty-four,

r"

(ed. and tr')' The wísdom of
sima Qina's shüj, 47:3a-b. see chavannes (tr.), see also Lin Yutang
Confacius pp. 57-58.

r*

p' 163'
Cf. 'Laozi rnine ãlÊ&','shuijing zhu: \r'eishui pian Zk*SÈiËzJcË'in Gao Heng 1973:
to the Kong Zi jiay¡,¡. ch. I L SPTK. 3:4b. Se¿ C. de Harlez (tr.) "Familiar Sayings of Kong

5et

According
Fu Tze," The Bab¡-loniananl Oriental Record Vtr (1893)' 69'

ro*

In Sima Ztren's Sf! suoyin. Sæ Shiii: 47:-3b.

'' ch*
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l9ó3: p.43.

Liang Yushen-e

''"¡ Yan Ruoju s.a.:

1920:, S h ij
.S¡s/¿¡¡

i

tti i Ê lu ËF
¡-

: 25 : 6a.

såidd.'supplemen¡. section on Confucius visiting Zhou'
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did occur.@

one defect of Yan's theory, as cui shu has brought out, is that in 5lg BC Jingshu
was only thineen and was, furthermore, in mourning. unlikely, then, is that he accompanied
confucius on rhe journey.G Moreover, during the reign of Duke Zhao eclipses took
in 520,521, and 528 BC. Thus, 518 Bc is not the only date on which we can
settle for the journey.

place

2.4.3.3 Setting the date at the time when Confucius was 5l years old
One story in the Zluangzf says that Confi¡cius visited Lao Zi when the former was 5l
years old in 501 BC.@ Many modern scholars have preferred this date.@ As Ma
Xulun
sees it, this date gives the fit to many factors. Jingshu was then thirty-one. Confucius

had served in the government. And Lao zi was old and retired, as the story in the
zluangzi reports. Huang Fanggang (1901-45) has also pointed ourø rhat a confucian
pupil, zigong
(520-c.a50 Bc), was rhen rhirry-one, which was why Lao zicalred.

7F

him a young fellow, according ro the story

in the zluangzi. To the objection that
Confucius was a magistrate at that time and was not well able to travel, Ma replies that
research has established that he did not become a magistrate until the following yea¡.60?
Nevertheless, one great. difficulty remains: as yan Ruoju has noted, no eclipse occurred
in that year, a fact which contradicts the records of Liji.ß
2.43.4 Setting the date at the time when Confucius was 57 years old
To overcome this objection, some have suggested thar perhaps confucius again met l-ao

z

in a later year when there was an eclipse. Huang Fanggang, e.g., says that, according

to the chunqiu ÉFk, when confucius was 57 years old in Duke Ding's l5th year,
eclipse did occur, and Confucius visited Song; according to the Zhuangzi, Lao
in Pei iÈ, and Pei was locared in Song.@

an

Zi lived

But Gao Heng thinks that visiting Pei is one thing, and visiting Song is anorher.
The two places are different.6t0 chan also says: "The suggestion that perhaps confucius
saw Lao Tzu again in another year when there was an eclipse seems to be assuming too
much."6l¡
'n'' Ibid.

n''
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Cui Shu: Zhwi kaoxinla: l:13b.
ch.14. SprK,5:43b (Giles p. 147).

or Including
Liang Yusheng (shiji

'-hi.ti 25:6b). Ma xul m (Laoii jiaogu: p.29) and Mao Rulong .EltiÊE
Inozi kao, which can bee seen in Gao Heng 1973: p. 166.
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Huang's anicle can be found in Gu Jiegang I933:
Ma

Xulun 1956 (revisision of

See Yan

1924):

IV p. 380.

p.29.

Ruoju: Ssa-såø såiå-ll, Supplement. Cf. Chan 1963: p. 44 and p. 56 note ó0.

Huang's ¿nicle can be found in Gu Jiegang: IV. 38G 1 ; Cf. Gao Heng 1.973: p. 166.
Cao Heng 1973: pp. 16Ç167.
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Conclusion: Concerning the date of meeting, this work agrees with that this is a

question which cannot now be settled.6r2

2.4.4The place(s) of the meeting(s)
similarly, the place of the meeting between confucius and Lao Zi is an unsolved
question. Gao Heng has mentioned three hypotheses in his notes to the biography of
LaoZiaccording to the 5hyi.6t3
First, the meeting place was thought to be in Zhou ,Ë. The ztuangzi. Tiandao 6ta
and the Shijftl supporr this theory.
second, one can suppose that the meeting was in pei ÌiF. Tbe zttuangzi. Tianyun
supports this theory. 6ró
Third, the :neeting place might have been in Lu Ê.. The Zhuangzi. Dechongfu#7
',,*ñ,Æ supports this theory.ó¡7
Tlae Outer chapters and Complex chapters of the Zhuangzi are generally thought to
be fiction; thus, conclusions based on them are not reliable. Lacking evidence to the
contra{y, this study accepts the traditional opinion, i.e.,that the meeting place was in
Zhou.
2.4.5 The meeting not yet being discredited

Significantly, in spite of uncertainties conceming the date and the nature of the meeting
and conversation between Lao Zi and Confucius, even those who oppose the t¡adition
have not entirely discarded the story of the visit- lVang Zhong does nor think any lecture
by Lao Zi took place during the meeting, but he does not discredit the notion of a visit
itself.6ts cui Shu rejects the theory thar the meeting took place partly because of the
issue of the lecture, but he is willing to grant with some lingering skepticism thatLaoZi
was an expert on the ceremonies.óte Examples of this position can be found in both the
Western world and in China.
A. c. Graham in the'west, e.g., accepts the rneeting between Lao Dan and confucius
took place but argues that this Lao Dan was

""

"'t
"'t
n"
o''

a

Confucian rather than a Daoist and thar he

Chan l9ó3: p.44.
Gao Heng t973: pp. 16G7. Chan 1963: p.44.
Gao Heng 1973: pp. 163-165.
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lWhen Confucius u'as 5l 1':ars old, he had not heard about the Way: he wenr to sourh to Pei ro visit Lao Dan.)
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Gao Heng 1973: p. 164.

Cui Shu's Shwue: Supplement,28b.
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wâs not the author of the Iaozi. He concludes his "The origin of legend of Lao Tan", by
saying:
'We may now propose a scheme of five stages in the evolution of the
story. (t) A Confucian ta¡e of
the Mastcr inquiring about the rites from a cenain L¿o Tan, very probably already known as an archivist
of Chou. This tale, already current in the 4th century B.C., may be a historical reminiscence, or simply an

exemplary story ahut the Master's humility in seeking learning wherever it is to be found- (2) The
adoption of Lao Tan i¡ the Inner chapters of Chuang-uu, towards 300 8.C., as one of ttre characters in
the life of Confucius exploitable as spokesmen of "Chuangism". (3) The appearance ú l¿o-eu under the
name of Lao Tan, taking advantage of his authority as a teacher of Confucius. From this point he
represents a philosophical tend ("I¡oism"). (4) The identification of [,ao Tan with the Grand Historiographer
Tan of Chou who in 374 B.C prcdicæd the rise of Cb'in, aûd the invention of the story of ùe joumey to
the West and of the writing of the book for Kuan-yin. Thc purpose was to win favor for lao-eu from ¡he
Ch'in. It may be guessed that the medium for this propaganda was the lost Kuan-yin-tzu. Stages 3 and 4
were completed by 2,lO B.C. (5) The graphic adaptarion of the name of the Grand Historiographer to that

of Lao Tan after 20ó B.C, by the descendanc of the former. Thc purpose was 1o make their âncestor
welcome ro the Han inste¿d of the Ch'in. Thc pcrsonal details about the Grand Historiographer thus
became available as stiffening for the biography of Lao Tzu by Ssu-ma Ch'ien. At the same period the
classification of ¡he Six Schools put'Laoism' and'Chuangism' undcr the common heading of 'Taoism'.
Since Lao Tan was earlier than Chuang-tzu, he was establishcd retrospectively as founder of the Taoist
school.610

In modern China, professor Xu Kangsheng #Tn*- accepts that the meeting between
Lao Zi and Confucius took place, but he thinks that the author of the l¿ozi was a later
person. Xu concludes his analysis of the records in many classics concerning the meeting
by saying, "Thus, we have no evidence to deny the existence of this Lao

ã at the end of

the Spring ând Autumn Period."ú'
The arguments of Liang Qichao and his disciples, therefore, have been proved
ineffective for rejecting the theory of a meeting between Lao Zi and Confucius. And
many other scholars who doubt the traditional position have not themselves totally

rejected this meeting as an historical event no matter what skepticism may linger
conceming it. At least the ba¡e fact of the meeting as rccorded by Sima Qian in the .Sñryi
should be accepted.

2.5 Lao Zi's Book
Concerning the book of Lao Zi, Sima Qian said in his biography of the philosopher:

z++éÉ'Æ, H+l^âpþ.Tctrk*,
FA
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Lao ã pracdced the Way and its vinue. His learning aims at self-effaccmeni and possessing no
fame. Having lived in Zhou for a long time, he realized that it was in decline and left. As he
rcached thc pass, the pass-keeper. Yin Xi. said, "You are about to retire. Please try your bcst to
write a book for me." Thereupon Lao Zi ,,vrote a book in two parts, expoundiog the ideas of Way

o''
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A. C. G¡aham 198ób: p. 124.
Xu Kangsheng 1985: p. 144.
Sima Qian: The Shiji: Iaozi zh.uang.
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and its vinue in over five thousand words and then departed. None knew how he ended.ó:J

This record is in accordance with the traditional version of the Inozi. The details
concerning this issue have been discussed in the previous chapter.

ZffiT,

Zf

identifîcations with Lao Dan ZM,LaoL^rZi
Lao Peng **st, and' the Grand historian DAN /çÊ.Æ

2.6LaoZils

Except for the problem of the identifications of Lao Zi, with Lao Lai Zi, Lao Peng, and
the Grand historian DAl.{, no certain evidence at this time contradicts the theory that
Lao Zi was a contemporary of Confucius. Concerning the identification betweenLao Zi
and other figures, this study will focus on whether Lao Zi, Lao Lai Z\ ZffiÍ, Lao Peng
2,Ø n¿ Taishi DAN xF;Æ were same or different people, and whether Zong R. wæ
the son of another Lao Zi or that of Lao Dan.

2.6.lLaoZiand Lao Dan
Was Lao Dan áEE and Lao Zi Z.+ the same person, whom Confucius visited? If so,
when did Lao Dan begin to be called Lao Zi? While this latter issue, ie., when Lao Dan
is difficult to resolve, the former question is
Z\E began to be called Lao Zi

ë.Í,

amenable to analysis in the classics.

In other Chinese classics, both Lao Dan and Lao Zi were names already long in

fr

#7,

Hanfetzi #íF+, the parts of Guigong
ëäd, Ztunngzi
/L\, Dangran ËR and euyou
in Lüshi chunqiu E,*ËAt, all use rhe name Lao
and Chongyan ÉÈ in Líishi chunqiu Efçãir/',
Dan ãH. And sections of Bu'er
Zhanguoce #,Øffi and the
use rhe name Lao Dan ZW.u'o However, the Mozi
Xunziä? use only the name LaoZi.
The Laozi was quoted even in the time of Confucius as the words of Lao Dan,
which implies that Lao Dan was the author of the Laozi. Shu Xiang f{¡f,, who lived in
and was a contemporary of Confucius ( 551 to 479
the period of Jin Pinggong
use. For example, ¿¡JT

*fr
õ-

H!,

ÉFÃ

BC), had this opinion. Shuoyuan åfi,7Û reads:

åIÊ= : " åHã"=E : .T¿ã*' 5üæ+X-r¿=g
ÊU& " &Vrë*E&,*W.' Hrzt'.Étã' "

"

aE : )\ZE+.*Ë' Xftþ

Shu Xiang says: "Lao Dan has words to say: 'The sofiesq most pliable thin-e in the world runs
rough out over the firmest thing in the world.' And he (Lao Dan) says again: 'When people are
born, rhey are supple and soft; when rhe¡- die, thel'end up stretched out firm and rigid. When the
ren thousand thin_gs and grasses and trees are alive, they are supple and pliant; when they a¡e dead,
they are withered and died out."'u5

The two passages quoted above can be found in chapters 43 and 76 of the traditional
ot-t

t't'

Chan 1963: p. 3ó.
Gao Heng 1973: p- 159.

r15 ^,
Jh¿.oJ'uan. _van

snl :Ër-î-

t43

version

of the Laozi. They show thar, according to shu Xiang, a contemporary of

Confucius, Lao Dan was the author of the book called the Laozi.

2.6.1.1The use of both names Lao Dan

andÍ,aoZi

A. firc Zhuangzi uses both names, Lao Dan and Lao Zi
Tianxia XT reads: "ZWA' HFÊ ' +Ëffi ....." ¡Lao Dan says: Know the male
but keep to the role of the female. .). This passâge can be found in chapter 28 of the
traditional version of. ¡he Laozi. It indicates that Lao Dan was the author the Iaozi.
Yuyan ãÈ reads: "Z,ÍEI: 'ÂÊË€ ' ÆlÉËTE,'." çLao Zi says: The sheerest
whiteness seems sullied; ample virtue seems defective.) This can be found inthe Lnozi,
chapter 41. It indicates that Lao Zi was the author of. the Laozi.

According to the Zhuangzi, both Lao Dan and Lao Zi were the author of the Laozi.
Thus they were the sarne person.

#j\f

B. The Hanfeízi
abo uses both names, Lao Dan and Lao Zi
Its author Han Fei is dated c. 233 BC and includes two sections of commentary on the
Laozi, Jielao ffië, and Yulno ffië., the chapter called Liufan ÀF, for example, quotes
the Laozi as saying:

zqâãÈa: f¡,e,õ* . frÈñft.. *t)ftezfá.lizi*ËtE¿tlæ . ëH&

"

Lao Dan has words to say: "Know contentment and ¡rou will suffer no disgrace; Know when io
stop and you will meet with no danger." The one. who does not seek anything beyond contentment
for the sake of disgrace and danger, was Lao Dan.ó3ó

Here the Hanfeizi says directly and clearly "Lao Dan has words to say", and the quotation
can be found in the traditional version ofthe Laozi, chapter 44.

Neichushuoxia: Liuwei

PgËäT:

ñf'I

says:

?ËÊTE.D.{ËL . --Nà\&ZEZ¿=tÊ.ts " ..--ãgã

.^ã¿lHáü . Ë¿^*ÊiE=.

ÉrÈt¿ÌrÊ..

Power and influence can not be borrowed from others, ... this kind of theory is :eflected in the
speech 'losing fish' of Lao Dan. ... Srong influence is the power of the ruler. ln ancient time it was
difficult for people to say an¡,thing dircctty, thus'fish' was employed.ó:t

What Hanfei Zi quotes is from chapter 36 of the l-aozi,which reads: "Êõ"JåË,ÏtiH
"The fish must not be allowed to leave the deep." And Hanfei Zi says directly that these
are the words of Lao Dan.

t'tt'

ct

See the Hanfeizi
See

liufaa È,É.and

the

Iaozi's chapær44.

N¿iclr¿shuoxia: tiuweivsffi..ftT:

ìffr..
t44

#= reads:
#ia:;x8iâEE¿ñ1.

Nan san

Lao Zi says: To rule

a

sute by cleverness will be a boon to the sÞte.*:t

This can be found in chapter 65 of the I¿ozi. Lao Zi is here identified as the author
the

Inozi.
Nansan

#=

reads.

of

"2,+=, 'D{€iâE, øl_#,."'(Hence to rule a state by

will be to the detriment of the state.) This passage can be found inthe Laozi,
chapter 65. It indicates thar Lao Ziwas the author of.the Inozi.

cleverness

These mentions, coûrmentaries, and quotations have indicated that both Lao Dan

andLaoZiwerethesamepersonandtheauthorof the Laozi. Accordtngtothe Hanfeizí,
then, both Lao Dan and Lao Zt were the same person and the author of the l¿ozi.

2.6.1.2 The single use of the name Lao Dan 4B (4t)

A. The Líkhi chunqía ERÊþk uses only the name Lao Dan, which can indicate
that Lao Dan was the same person as Lao Zírwho was the author of the Inozi
Tlre Liishi chuqiu quotes many passages from the Laozi. But Gu Jiegang ,HFEil|l views
these quotations from the Lüshi chuqiu as unreliable. The reason for this judgment is
that he maintains that a "rule" in that book is that, whenever a quotation occurs, its
source or author is always mentioned. l.io such mention is made of Lao Zi, however,
even though "lwo-thirds" of the Laozi has been incorporated into it.6æ And, on the
contrary, Hu Shi has shown no such "rule" of any kind determinesthe Lüshi chunqiuin
resp€ct to quotations. [t mentions tbe Book of Filial Piety in connection with one

quotation from

it, but it fails to mention it in connection with another. Of the 53

passages which Gu Jiegang claims are identical with or similar to Lao Zi's sayings, only

th¡ee a¡e actually quotations from the l-aozi.6Ð Gao Heng also criticizes Gu in respect to
the following sayings inthe Lüshi chunqiu:631

I¿EàF.+
Lao Dan valued yielding. (Lüshi Chunqiu

1711

Bu er

7:¡--

)

7.7æÌs-ZH
Confucius learned from Lao Dan. (Lüshi chunqiu:

o"
n't
ot'

''t'

See Nør, san

Gushi

Dansran'â*

)

ffi=.

biarlv:

p. 48

l.

Hu Shi: "A Criticism of Some Recenr I\,terhods Used in Dating Lao T:zlt," Hanard Joumal of Asiatic
S¡udies . II (1937).387-97.Cf. Zhan_eChengqiu 1977: p- E9.
Gao Heng 1973:

p. 173.
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These sources do prove that Lao Dan held a theory of government based on a strategy

of yielding in order to conquer, which can be found in the book of l¿ozL Therefore,
contrary to Gu's argument, the Lüshichunqiu has not only quoted from the Inoziblt
has also said clearly that Lao Dan's thought is that of ¡he Laozi. This seems clear proof
that Lao Dan is the author of the Inozi.
B. Uji ëäd uses only the name Lao Dan
The kng Zi Wen É7Fõ reads: 'fLTA, ÊE'ftZqÉE æÈtËffi." (Confucius says,
once I was with Lao Dan assisting at a funeral in Xiangdang.)
This passage does not clarify whether L¿o Dan was the author of the I-ao¿i, but it
fis in with the record by Sima Qian that Lao Dan was the person from whom Confucius
consulted concerning the rites; for here Confucius is with Lao Dan assisting at a ñ¡neral
in Xiangdang. This event has been recorded by many other classics besides its record in

the history of Sima Qian. The Lüshi chunqia, for example, says: "717ëËSUqÉ.
Confucius leamed from Lao

P-."ci:

ã7
äf,

uses onl¡- the name Lao Dan
C. The Xunzí
whose author Xun Zi lived in latter half of fou¡th to middle of third
The Xunzi
century 8C,633 used only the name Lao Dan. Clearly, according to Xun Zi, the majority
of thought in the book l¿ozi is that of Lao Dan. The Xun¿i reads.

ãÊË'F,Ëf;t'
LaoZihad

*.ã,,1{íã.

some insight into bowing down. none into stretching out.

(Xuwi

17151)

#7ffiÈ|Xtrõtr,t.
ZhuangZí had a vision limited to Heaven and was ignorant of man. (Xutt¿i2Il22)

"É'F.KÈS ' fr-F.,Yl'få"

can be seen in

ZhoulaojiffiZ,Æ.* This

passage indicates that

Xun Zi must have seen the book called the Laozí . On the other hand, "Lao Zi had some
insight into bowing down, none into stretching out". is said to be just the main thought
of the book. These points indicate that, according to Xun Zi,Lao Dan's thought is at
least close to that of the Lao¿i.

2.6.l.3Instances in which only the name Lao Zi is used
The following classics use only the name Lao Zi, indicating that, according to them,
Lao Zi was the author of the book lnozi .

u3t

ntt
o'*

See the Läshi chunqiu:

Dangran

Éf*.

D. c. Lau 1982: p. 143.
Gao Heng 1973: p. l7?.
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A.The

Mozi&Í

&7

uses only the name Lao Zi, but whether it refers to Lao Zi the person or
"ËÌ+frf'H
to I¿ozi the book is difficult to determine- It reads. for example: "
juan
yulanJ-¡]9''ffiH,
quotation
53 of Taiping
this is based on the
Ê bingbu

The Mozi

Z7á:

Zfrã&",
"'))

Ê-*/F,

B. The Zhanguoce
The Ztanguoce

trE¡ffi

ffiØffi

uses only the name Lao

ffiffi= : zl?ffiÊ,b'u:*HzÃ'
can be found in the

laozi, chapter

7i. For example, Qi Ce

Èfr

reads. "

EÊÈ,¿t)iTå,& , F_ul*=ffimæT'#-". rhis

39.

. Summary:

Considering all of these quotations and analyses of the classics, a cleal
understanding emerges that even as long ago ¿ts the period of Confucius and Mo Zi
quotations from the Inozi have been said to belong to both Lao Dan and Lao Zi. And
since the same quotations are atuibuted to both names, Lao Dan and Lao Zi must be the
same person, the author of the lnozi.

2.6-2 Lao

Zi arñ Lso Lai Zi

2.6.2.lLaoZi (Lao Dan) and Lao Laiãi Ìvere two different persons
Zhang Shoujie says: "Taishi Gong doubted that Lao Zi was Lao Lai Zi; therefore, he
wrote this."ó3s Gao Heng ¿ìsserts that Zhang was wrong, and argues that Lao Zi andLao
uju
Lai Zi were two different persons. Gao provides two pieces of evidence from the S/zyi
itself.

First, the Shiji: Zhongni dizi liezhuans xu

ffiF ' ff ,HFIJZÍ ' ËtËZæT
and Lao Lai

F#,lFtrt.*7í¡JF'È reads:"7L72Ffr

ffiom Confucius followed were Lao ZiinZhou
Zi in Chu.) This passage indicates that Lao Dan and Lao Lai Zi were two
o

"

different persons.

ZX+*&+íffi'

ÈË

Zi, Sima Qian says: "
a book in fifteen parts expounding the application of
Daoist doctrines".) Conceming Lao Zi, however, Sima Qian says: "*,VIEãË.t'T
ffi ' ÈËæ¿Ë '
" " ("Lao Zi thus wrote a book in two parts expounding
the V/ay and its vinue in over five thousand words".)6t Aside from these two items,
Gao provides four more items of evidence.
Third. two different people emerge, Lao Dan and Lao Larzi, in the Daislei /rlt Ëtft
ffifi, which was a later work but surely from the hands of Confucian disciples, i.e.,
Second. in the biography of Lao

*Zffi

o

" (Lao Lai Zi wrote

ã+âÈ

qishizi

-C,++ (sevenr-v-

pupils). Tbe Da daili weiiiangiun wenzi

reads:
o¡5

ntn

ot'

Zhang Shoujie: Shiji zheng:-í.

G"oHeng l9?3: p. 174.
Ibid.
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lttrËËÍffiFl+

TL=E . ígññffilg ' *+EÈõEÊàn .'frf"#E.-ã.2*7¿1=&.

"

Confi¡cius says, virtue is respectful and deeds are uustworthy; speeches are not at all times wrong.
He who is poor but happy is probably the deed of Lao Laiãi.6n

Lu Zi is mentioned, but Lao Dan can be found in another place of the book,
i.e.,Liji: tungZiwen ë.ãt. É+Fõ.Cf. above.
Fourth, both Lao Dan and Lao Lai Zi appear in the Zhtn¡tg¿i. For instance, the

Here Lao

Waiwu

ll?2

reads:

Z*fæ7fr#iE'f*tr¿ . F-rÀÊE : " ã),tT'ú.. ÞLñ&Í' X€îiÉ4 ' æËëE
iE. z<*rÈËz? .' Z*38: ' EÉþ.. EñX " " ifFcE "
Disciples of Lao f-ai Zt go out to gather wood and meæt Ztrongni. They come back to tell (Lao Lai
Zi), "There is a man there, who looks up but goes down, whose back is crooked and ears bend
behind, and whose eyes seem to cover the Four Seas. I do no! know who it is. Lao Lai Zi says,
"That is Qiu. call him in." Zhongni a¡rives-t3'

Here Lao Lai Zi is mentioned, but Lao Dan appears many times in other pårts of the
Ztuangzi, cf. above.
Fifth, both Lao Dan and Lao Lat Zi appear in the Zhanguoce. Lao Dan appears
and Wei Ce ffiñ. nut Lao Lai Zi appears in the Chu Ce
many times in Qi Ce

Fft

#

ffi.ttre Chu Ce reads:

Someone says to Huang Qi, "Have you not heard that Lao Lai Zi teaches Confucius to serve
..ó{

^

rungsi...

Sixth, the Hanshu; Yíwenzhi

iËÊ:

#lË

has clearly distinguished

LaoZifrom

LaoLaiZi.Itsays: "Z,fffiXÆlB, trlH. Laozilinshijingzhuan,fovr pian(sections)."
Ban Gu IAEJ himsetf comments on it saying: "#+, &4' ffiEÆH+. "surname
is

Li, private

name is Er, Linshi Eansmits his study." Hanshu:. Yiwenzhi also says:

}Ïtr

7,

"ã*

makes cornments on it,
+ÀH. Laolaizi, sixteen pian (sections)." Ban Gu
saying: "
Ë. (He is) a native of Chu, a contemporary of Confucius."
Besides the above six items of evidence, both Lao Dan and Lao Lai Zi appear in
*t
and Lienüzhuan l\*.É.
other classics such âs Shizi

É^' Ffl+ia

tÍ

ut*
o3'

*'

Su" Do daili:weijiangjun wenst

/t*€:Êifl€Fl?

seethe Ztuang:i:Waiwu flVtJ.
See

Zhanguoce.Chu Ce #,-ñ..
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2.6.2.2 The name of Lao LaiZi
vy'ho was Lao Lai Zi? Liule is known of him.

Bi Yuan €ñ assened that his surname
was Lai, which was the surname of a number of people in ancient times. And he
asserted as well that the name Lao was given because of his old age.e2 But this latter
statement is not correct. Bi Yuan's theory cannot answer why other elderly people were
not called "Lao". The above analysis of Lao Zi's names indicates that "Lao', was a
surname before the warring States Period. The "Lao" of Lao Lar zi should also be
understood as a surname.s3 Whether this is true or not, most authoritative Chinese
schola¡s have been satisfied that Lao Lu Zi anò Lao Zi were two different people.e
Gao Heng thinks that Lao Lai Zi's surname was Lao in the same sense in which
Lao Dan was known by this name. His private name wâs Lai, and zi was an honorary
name. concerning this issue, one can refer to Gao Heng's "shiji Laozi zhuang jianzheng"
in l^øozi zhenggu. *s
One question, however, remains: if Lao Dan and Lao Lai Zi both have the same
surname "Lao", wh1'was Lao Dan simply called Lao Zi when the honorar,v name "Zi"

zi seems to lack any private name just as do others, such as
Kong Zi, Zhuang Zi,XunZi, etc. But Lao Lai was called Lao I-ain, his privare name

was added to his name? Lao

being included betrveen his surname and "2i". Lao Lai Zi's name seems to be a special
case.

This problem is difficult to solve without exact historical evidence. The opinion of
this study is that, because both Lao Dan and Lao LaiZÅwere contemporaries of Confucius
and both famous, thev were both called "2". But Lao Dan was more famous than Lao
LaLZL, so Lao Dan got the benefit of being called "Lao Zi" (Surname and "Zi") in the
same manner as Kong Zi,Mo Zí, etc. And Lao La¿.Zi was called by his private name,
which is inserted between his surname ar-ld "Zi", in order to distinguish him from Lao
Dan. But without good historical evidence, this theory is just an assumption- Of course,
neither has any historical evidence been available up to now which can prove this
assumption wrong. The Mozi, Xunzi and Vtanguoce, for example, all call Lao Dan "Lao
ã". The Zhuangzi and Hanfeizi use both names Lao Dan and Lao Zi,but Lüshi chunqiu
and r,yï use jusr the name Lao Dan. ffi The hypothesis of this work, therefore, remains to

*'
*t
"t
*

GaoHeng 1973: pp. 175-176.
B¡ Yuan: I-a.oli Daodejinglzoyir preface, lb.

Cf. GaoHeng 1973: p. t75.
Gao Heng 1973: p. 175. These include

\fang Zhon_e's
Qinhan's

-Êi,

iî.il\#

L¿o Zi kao¡.i

Hansnu shuzheng

Hong Yixuan's

MaXulun's

s

È*

Ê#.iâ

Bi Yuan's

.Z.IæE

Ëtñtr.

€Ìi,

preface

Lian,e Yusheng's
Hong Liangii's

i*W.É

to ltis Daodejing kao:-i ÉlÊÆÉ9-,

*E#¡

Ë^ñ*=

Shiji ihi1.i ÊåÊ,sîff, Shen

Xiao dushu zai er

lu Wffi&l,Y

Dushuconglu filå'1i!fi-Èl and Ma Rulong's .ÉfrÈE bozikao
Ino¿¡ j¡aol"ëlfì# pp. l0-ll. Cf- Chan 1963 p.47.

Gao Hen-s 1973: pp. 176-17'Ì.
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ë7t.

be proved by historical evidence. But such evidence is still lacking today

2.6.2.3 The reason why Sima Qian mentions Lao

LaiZi in the biography of Lao Zi

(Lao Dan)
Concerning the reason why Sima Qian added Lao Lai Zi to the biography of L¿o Zi,
Chan Wing-Tsit says: "V[hy Ssu-ma Ch'ien included it in the biography is a mystery.
Perhaps he meant to suggest that there was, at his time, some confusion about the t$ro
men. But certainly there was no confusion in his own mind, for not only does he speak
of one as the author of a book in two paÍs dealing with the ideas of the Way and its
virtue and the other as the author of a book in fifteen parts dealing with applications of
Taoist doctrines; he also cleady distinguishes them in his own Records of thw Historian."Ñ
Qian Mu, however, contends that Lao LuZiwas the one whom Confucius visited.
He based his contention on the account in the Zhuangzi whe¡e Lao Lai Zi is quoted as
teaching Confucius to get rid of his pride and his ai¡ of wisdom.* But, as previously
discussed, the Zhuangzi often told imaginary tales. lù/hile this particular injunction is
consonant with what Lao Zi told Confucius, the rest of Lao LuZi's words a¡e not. As
Chan Wing-Tsit says,se Qian himself is puzzled as to why, of the eleven worthies
Confucius praised,6$ Lao Lai ã alone was not mentioned either in lhe Analects or in the
Zuozhuan ËÆ. Indeed, his story appears for the first time in the Zhuang¡i. Thus,
Qian's assertion is on shaky grounds. Qian also identifres Lao Lai Zi with the old man,
carrying a basket of weed on a staff laid across his shoulder, who advised Confucius to
redre.65¡ This identification is made on the flimsy ground that Iaí meant "weeding",*t
Chan says,6t and this is hardly enough evidence to be convincing.

I think, however, that Sima

Qian's writing often included other people in the

biographies he wrote. He added Shen Dao'FÍ!.l, Tian Pian

Ei#, JieZi &Í,Haan

Xun Qíng (ÃfãW|lË)u* H" also employs the uncertain words "some say" (Huo
yue ) before records concerning Lao Lai Zi, indicating that he was not sure about
whether Lao Lai Zi was a contemporÍ¡ry of Confucius and from Chu. Thus, Sima Qian
simply adds Lao LaiZi tn what he supposes might be the appropriate place. Gao Heng
tu"

t"

"
*o
ut"
65r

*t
t'"
ó!

See rhe section on l,ao Zi's names in the same chapter of this dissenation.

Chan 1963: p. 46.Cf. Shiji:63.2b.

T'teZlruangzi,ch.26. SPTK,9:5b. Cf. Giles: p.2ó1.
chan 1963: p.47.
ln Dadai !i¡i: ch. ó0, SPTK,6:8a-9b.
Confucius:

A

nal¿cts. l8:.7.

qian Mu 1956: p.2t3.
Chon 1963:

p.41.

See Sima Qian's 5åyï.' Mengzi xun4ing liezhuan See also Gao Heng 1973:
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p. 174.

suppoß this interpretation.6ss Clearly, LaoZtand Lao LaiZiwere two different people.

. Summary: Lao Lai Zi's surname was Lao Z, his private name was Lai X, andZi Í
was an honorary name. He was a native of Chu ë and a contemporary of Confucius.
These are the traditional opinions which are by no means certain but neither have they
been proved incorrect. His book laolaizi included sixteen pian ffi (sections) according

to the Hanshu: Yíwenzhi;EË: ËlË, but they have been lost-6r Ma Guohan ,ËElÉâ
has at present a collector's edition of the Laolai¿¡, which includes just four jíe ffi
(verses).Ñ
2.6.3 Lao

l-aoZt

Zi

and, Lao Peng

has also been identified with the Lao referred to by Confucius when he compared

himself with Lao Peng. Contucius says: " üniTÆ , F=ffitrÊ , ffibtl*&ZV " In
transmitting and refusing to innovate, and faithfully caring for antiquity, I venture to
compare myself with our Lao Peng." (Analects 7tl).6* Zhang Xuan ffiå6 and Effi
Q2649)658 thought "Lao Peng" was two persons instead of one, identi$ing "Lao" with
Lao Dan 4F& nd "Peng" with a much ea¡lier Peng Zu lll\. Zhau¡r9 Xu ?FF,? believes
as well that this "Lao" was Lao Dan.ø¡ But Chan Wing-Tsit says: "These identifications
are not supported by facts."tr2
A. C. Graham thinks this Lao Peng was a person in Confucian legend revered as a
guardian of ancient tradition.G This is just one of the traditional hypotheses for which
no compelling evidence has emerged; but neither has any compelling evidence proved
them incorrect.

Ma Xulun .Etrfâ takes the position that Lao Peng was one man rather than two.
But instead of identifying him with Peng Zu, the legendary Methusaleh of China, as
often understood, he believes Lao Peng was Lao Zi.For, he says, the pronunciation of
"Peng" and "Dan" was similar, so the same person was called Lao Dan and Lao Peng in
different dialects. In addition, he offers the argument thatjust as Lao Peng is described
by Confucius as a transmitter and not a creator, so Lao Dan, in guoting proverbs and
ancient sayings, was not a creator.@ Vy'hether or not this theory is true, no one knows!
oJt

t''o
o5t

Gao Heng 1973

p.174.

Sima Qian's Såyi-' Laozi:,huan says, Låo Lâi Zi has r¡rinen a book in fifteen chapters.
See Gao

Heng 1973: p. l?4.

o5'

Quoted from A. C. Graham !986: p. I16.

oto

quoted by Lu Deming (556-ó2?)

o'n'

quoted by Xing Bing fi'JñE (932-1010) in his commenury on Analects, 7:l-

*'
t*t
t"3

intts Jingdian

quoted in Zhang Chengqiu 1977: p. I
Chan 1963

shiwen

l.

p.47.

A- C- Graham 1986: p. 116.

l5l

,

ch- 24,

explaining Analects,

7:l

But Chan TVing-Tsit disagrees with Ma Xulun, saying: "Ma has ro make a considerable
effort in trying to establish lhaf p'eng and tan were in fact similar in pronunciation. He
has given some examples but has not identified the dialects. As to Lao øu being a
transmitter, by Ma's standard, anyone who quotes several ancient sayings becomes a
transmitter and not a creator."65
No authoritative conclusion emerges, therefore, concerning the identifrcation between

LaoZi and Lao

Peng.

tÊÆ

2.6.4Lao Zi and the Grand historian DAr\
This issue of a similarity of pronunciation has also played a great role in the discussions
concerning the third account in the biography of Lao Zi. This account deals with the
Grand Historian DAN and Lao Zi's son, Zong R. Sima Qian states that DAN had an
inten'iew with Duke Xian of Qin in 374 BC,6 and his prediction of the victory of the
state seemed so important to Sima Qian that he recorded it no less than four times.67
But some people were unsure whether DAN was the same person as Lao Zi, and.
scholars were of mixed opinions conceming this issue.6 And Chan Wing-Tsit says that,
even two thousand years after Sima Qian, we are just as uncertain concerning this
matter as he was.6e The opinions concerning it follow two main lines: one is to argue
that DAN and Dan were the sÍì"me person, while the other argues that they were not.

2,6.4.1The hypothesis that DAN and Lao Dan were the sâme person
Some say DAN and Lao Dan were the same person, because the words DAr\ lã and
Dan lå, according to Bi Yuan, were all identical in pronunciaúon as well as in meaning
and were interchangeable.

610

Ìf F has maintained that Lao Zi w'as none other than ÐAN. He says
LieziltlV, th¡ee conversations took place betweenLieZi (450-375
Yin ffiF, the keeper of the pass.67t LaoZi is quoted inthe Wenzi Ìf

Wang Zhong

that, according to the

BC) and Guan
as referring to the alliance between the states of V/ei, Chu, and others.6z Since Lie Zi
lived in the fourth century BC, and the alliance also took place in that period, rüy'ang
argues, Lao Zi must have been the Dan who interviewed Duke Xian of Qin and could
nno
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not have been the Dan whom Confucius visited.6tr

Luo Genze F&i= also thinks that Lao Zi was the Grand Historian DAN, who
lived over one hund¡ed years after Confucius. Luo provides four items of evidence: 1)
Dan 4ñ and DAN Ê nad a similar pronunciation. 2) Dan was Zhuxia shi ÈTÊ. in
Zhou, and DAN was a historian of Zhou. 3) There v/as the story of Lao Zi going the
West, the Grand Historian DAN saw Duke Xian of Qin, which was in the West, so the
Grand DAN must also have gone to the 'West. 4) If this theory is true, Lzo 7i's eighth
generational descendents could be the contempo¡aries of the thirteenth generational
descendants of Confucius. And these lines of descendance

fit

the records concerning

LaoZils descendants in the biography of Lai Zi in the Shiji.674
2.6.4.2 The hypothesis that DAN and Lao Dan were two p€rsons

Others, however, have contended that Lao Dan and Taishi DA}i were two different
people. The similarity of their names and the fact that both were officials and both
traveled west caused them to become misidentified as the sarne person.fl'
Conceming Wang Zhong's argument, Chan'Wing-Tsit says: "Unfofiunately for the
argument, both the Lieh Tzu and the Wen Tzu are spurious works and untrustworthy as
evidence."6?6 Recent research on the reliability of the Liezi, however, has tried to prove
that this book is not spurious.6t And similar resea¡ch has also been done to try to show
that the Wenzi is reliable.6Ts However, these resea¡ch have not provided strong evidences
to support their hypotheses yet, thus, these points do not provide strong evidence that
L¿o Dan and DAN were the sr¡me person.

A.C. Graham says that the identification of Lao Dan with the Grand Historiographer
DAN of Zhou, who in374 BC predicted the rise of Qin, and the invention of the story
about the journey to the west and about writing the book for Guan Yin had as its
purpose to win favor for the Inozi from the Qin. One can suppose that the medium for
this propaganda was the lost Guanyinzi, which were completed by 2a0 BC.ó?e
Gao Heng argues, however, that either of two conditions must obtain if DAN and
Lao Dan were really same person and the author of the l¿ozi. The lust condition is that
no Lao Dan lived during the time of Confucius but only in the time of Duke Xian of
6t3

SeeCban 1963: p.48.
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Qin, when he was authored the Laozi, i.e. Daodejing. The second condition is that a Lao
Dan did live during the time of Confucius, but he did not write a book; rather, another
Lao Dan, living in the time of Duke Xian of Qin, wrote a book expounding the S/ay and
its virn¡e.@ These two conditions, however, cannot be correct, since we have already
shown in this chapter that a Lao Dan did live during the time of Confucius and that he
wrote a book in two parts expounding the Way and its vi¡tue. DAN and Lao Dan,
therefore, cannot be the same person.
Concerning Luo Genze's four items of evidence that DANI is the same person as
Lao Dan, Gao Heng says that the first three are weak, because similar nnmes and
occupations can belong to different people. Even the storied journey to the west might
have been a story about more than one person. Only the fourth item of evidence, í.e. the
son of Lao Zi, is strong evidence.6r This issue will be discussed in the section on "Lao

Ziandhis son".

. Sumrnary: Lao Dan and DAN were two different people. DAlti was a historian
Zhou, and he had a meeting with Duke Xian of Qin during 384-3628C.

of

2.6.5[-ao Zi and. his son
Whether the Grand Historian DAN was Lao Zt depends very much on whose son Zong
was. Sima Qian merely says that he was the son of Lao Zi, which can be taken to
mean either Dan or DAN- From the context of the biography, however, and according to
most scholars,$t he meant that Zong was the son of the former, if the two men were
different. But in this case a number of difficulties arise. Liang Qichao's first argument
against the biography of Lao Zi in the Såyi is that Lao Zi's son lived too long after
Confucius for Confucius and Lao Zi to be considered contemporaries. He says that,
since Lao Zi's eighth-generation descendant Jia 1E was an official c. t60 BC, only eight
generations had passed compared with the thirteen generations of Confucius' family

fi

during the same period.s

Chan Wing-Tsit sa¡rs: "This means an average of about half a century for each
generation in the Lao family line, a most unlikely event."6s'¡ Gao Heng says that doubt
such as Liang's is based on general knowledge rather than on the facts of the ancient
Chinese classics. Thus, this theory may or may not be correct.Ñ
Those who oppose Liang's opinion ar-sue that Lao Zl's eighth-generation mi-eht
have lived during the same period as the thirteenth generaúon of Confucius- Taking this
ott'
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position, Hu Shi says, for example, five to six generations were existing in his own
family and in Liang's family.e Chan also says: "Acrually, in many Chinese clans,
generations overlap by as many as five generaúons. This is the case in my own clan..."@
Ye Qing *Ë argues, in his article "Cong fangfa shang ping Laozi kao 'ßÈt.L*Z
14", that Lao Zi might have lived to be over 160 or even 200 years old. He gives
many examples of old age. Secondly, Ye says, if Zong was born when Lao Zi was 90
years old, Lao Zi's eighth-generation descendants may well have lived during the same
period as the thi¡teenth generational descendants of Confucius. Ye notes that science
has proved a man can produce children even in old age, for which he gives many
examples.ß8

The issue of age, then, does not provide in itself enough evidence to prove that
Zong was not the son of Lao Dan, the contemporary of Confucius. The situation by
which we could judge thatZong was his son occurs rarely, but is not impossible. This
statement, of course, does not mean that it is evidence that Zong is the son of Lao Dan,
the contemporary of Confucius. It means rather that the age issue cannot settle this
question. One has to find other evidence to prove this point, but until now no other
compelling evidence has surfaced.

Gao Heng thinks that Zong was not the son of Lao Dan but that of the Grand
Historian DAN, but for different reâsons than thus far discussed. Gao argues that Lao
Dan's son could not have been a general of Wei.*n

It is generally accepted that Zong ã was none other than Chong ft, whose clan
name \¡/as Duangan ,EAT. According to the Shíjí: Weßhijia Êã1,: ffiÈ*,, Duangan Z
fÈ++ was sent as a general of Wei to make peace with Qin a year afæ¡ his state, Vy'ei,
had been defeated by Qin ín 273 BC. This identification has been made by Yao Fan
(1702-7 De'' and has been accepted by Gao Heng, Luo Gerve, et alia.. According to the
Zhanguoce; Weice Hì.Øffi: ffiffi, Duangan Chon-e WTH was the general of V/ei
during the War of Huayang#W.*t Gao Heng says that Duangan Ziwascalted "Duangan
chong" inthe Zhanguoce'. Weice, because "zong *" and "chong f;" were similar in
pronunciation.@ This point also arises in Yao Fan's explanation. Yao says that "zong"
and "chong" were pronounced alike and were interchangeable. He quotes as evidence a
passage from the Book of History in which the word "chong" occurs and is replaced by
"Zong" in the same passage as it appears in the }/isrora of the Former Han Dynasty.
Thus, both Duangan Zi and Dangan Chong refer to Duangan Zong, who was said to be
"tt' See quotations in Zhang Chengqiu 1977: p. 85.
utt
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the son of Lao Zi in the biography in Shijí. Gao Heng argues also that, according to the
Liuguobiao 7îEæ, the Wa¡ of Huayang occu¡red in the fourth year of King Nan of
Zhou ÆlffiE (ie. the 34th year of King Zhao of Qin
and the fourth year of
King Anli of Wei ffiXæÍ), which was in273 BC,20ó years after Confucius' death.s
This late date proves that Zong could not be the son of Lao Zi.æ For Lao Zi was a
contemporary of Confucius, and Confucius was born in 551 and died in 479 BC.
Tradition says that he was older than Confucius, but evetr if Lao Zi was born in the
sÍìme year as Confucius, we would still have to account for how 218 yeas pass before

ËffiE

his so-called son Zong became a general. lf.Zong was from 50 to 90 years old when he
achieved this raak, Lao Zi would have had to have been anywhere from 188 to 228
years old! Clearly, if the theory requires this assumption, it is best to discard it. Therefore,
any ârgument based on such an improbability is very weak indeed.6e5
ff Zong was not the son of Lao Dan, was he the son of the Grand Historian DAN?
The answer of Wang Zhong,6% Dubs,ffi Luo Genze,ø Gao Heng,ø and many others is
affirmative.ffi Gao Heng supposes that the Grand Historian DAN was Lao Dan's
descendant, and Zon-s was the Grand Historian DAN's son. Because of the first three
reasons listed by Luo Genze above, the two people Lao Dan and the Grand Historian

DAN have been confused as the same person.Tot
Chan Wing-Tsit says: "Kao Heng's calculation is not too unreasonable. However,
even if this calculation is accepted, another difficulty still remains."æ As ZbangBinglin
Ëffiffi (1868-1936) has pointed out, the ,Shyi mentions one Duangan Mu as the
teacher of Duke V/en (reigned 410-387 BC) as well as one Duangan Peng.?@ Since
Duangan was a clan name given when one was enfeoffed, and since Zong was enfeoffed
as Duangan, he must have been the

first person to be so named. He must have lived,

*t' Ibi¿,
Qian Mu,

e.g., also argues that thc peace conference was not in 273 B.C. and DAN's interview
with Duke Xian in 374 8.C.. This period involves a lapse of l0l years, andZong would have been too
old to be a general. But Gao Heng has figured out tha¡ if tbe interview took place when DAN was
thiny. and his son Zong was born when DAN was sixty, Zong would have been sevenly-one when he
sued for peace. And this is not too old for a highly responsible general. See Chan 1963: p. 50 and
Chongding laozi 'alzenggu: p. 187.
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therefore, before Duke Wen's time.is According to Qian Mu, Duangan Mu lived c.
465-395 8C.78 This means that Zong lived in the f,rfth or sixth cenrury BC and was,
therefore, the son of Lao Dan instead of DAN. This will mean that Sima Qian was
correct when he said, Zong was the son of Lao Zi (Lao Dan). But whether or not Qian
Mu's study concerning Duangan Mu is reliable is still an open question. His position is a
mere hypothesis. On the other hand, as Bodde has pointed out, the frrst Duangan line
might have died off, thus permitting Zong's enfeoffment with the same nam€ for an
entirely new family line.?6 However, as Bodde has added, until further proof can be
advanced, this idea remains only an hypothesis.
All things considered, this study would like ro asserr that Zong was a son of the
Historian DAr\ rather than Lao Dan (Lao Zt),the contemporary of Confucius. Clarifying
in this instance is the argument of A.C. Graham.
Graham says that Sima Qian's claim that Zong was the son of Lao Zi, must have
been derived from "the tradition of a family which in Sima Qian's own time claimed
descent from Lao Zi. If so, one would expect the ancestor to be, not a teacher without a
sumame on the margin of the Confucius legend, but someone with an offrcial existence,"To
such as the Grand Historian DAN. Thus, the Lao Zi of Sima Qian's biography is a blend
of the Lao Dan who taught Confucius and the Gmnd Historian DAN. As Graham
continues to say, "At first sight there seems to be an obvious weakness in the hypothesis
that Sima Qian took his information from the family of the Grand Historiographer
DAN. It surely assumes that he confidently accepted the identification with Lao Dan,
which he did not."?@ Graham suggests that we try to put ourselves in the position of the
Grand Historian DAN's descendants under the Han Dynasty. He says, "In the time of
the Qin they had been proud of the ancestor who prophesied its victory. This ancestor is
also identified by many with the author of a book rvhich is increasingly influential. But
since the fall of the Qin the Grand Historiographer DAN has become a liability while
Lao Dan is a growing asset. In these ci¡cumstances it might be politic to discover that
ancestor DAN lived in Pei, where the Han Dynasty ruling family came from, and to
change the conversation for writing his name, replacing the _eraph ß by tire graph 4Ê.
Sima Qian might have been deceived by the family's claim to descend from Lao Dan,
ignorant that such a claim depended on the questionable identificadon known to him
from other sources." î@
Lao Dan and the Grand Historian DAN, therefore, rvere two different persons: and
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Zong was the son of another man, and very possibly the son of the Grand Histo¡ian
DAN.

2.7 The issue of Lao Zi as a legendary figure
Some scholars have also dismissed the notion that Lao

Zi

ever existed as an historical
figure at all. The first one to do so was the Japanese scholar lto- Rangu (1693-1778),?t0

who regarded the biography of Lao Zi in the Såyi as fiction on the grounds that neither
Confucius nor Mencius mentioned him and that the Lao Zt mentioned in the Xø¡¿i7u is
a confusion with someone else. Concerning this opinion of Ito, Chan V/ing-Tsit says:
"The latter statement is purely an arbitrary ¿ìssertion, and the former argument is
inconclusive."Tt2 1¡" present work's above discussion has also proved Ito wrong.
A¡thur \Maley in the 1930s also took LaoZi as a legendary figure. He called LaoZi
"a legendary Worthy".7r3 After noting the information which Sima Qian wrote conceming
LaoZi, without any further analysis, Waley said: "In shof, Ssu-ma Ch'ien's biography'
of Lao Tzu consists simply of a confession that for the writing of such a biography no
materials existed at all."7r4 Waley's conclusion was, in fact, just an assumption, for he
never offered any concrete evidence to prove Sima Qian's records wrong.

In the 1960s and 1980s, D. C. Lau said: "The tentative conclusion we have arrived at
concerning Lao Tzu the man is this. There is no certain evidence that he was a historical
figure."7r5 Does Lau have any evidence to draw the above conclusion? No, he does not.
Therefore, at the end of his argument, he says: "All this, and indeed my whole account
of Lao Tzu, is speculative, but when there is so little that is certain there is not only
room but need for speculation."t'6 Is Lau's speculation really reliable? The following
analysis of the method of Lau's speculation, will show that Lau's conclusion is not at ail
reliable.
One of his methods is that he draws conclusions without any cenain evidence based
on a general principle. Lau drew the conclusion, for example, that different records

concerning the meeting between Lao Zi and Confucius in the Zlmangzi, Liji: Zeng Zi
wen and Shiji arc examples of the Chinese historical propensity to collect stories of the
same kind together, including variants of the same story.t" This conclusion is just an
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assumption based on a general historical principle without any compelling evidence.

Another unfortunate method is his tendency to draw conclusions without proof.
Lau often says in his rvritings: "It is far safer to assume that...", "If that is so," "we
cannot assume..."ir6 Based on the principle that spurious books can be found among the
Chinese classics, he freely denies any record which can be used to prove the historical
existence of Lao Zi. He says, for example, "There axe some reasons for thinking that
thìs chapter may be late as rvell."r'n And when he sees a passage which tends to support
his own case concerning Lao Zi, he says, "It is uue that, most scholars agree that...is a
late compilation, but much of the material in it is early and there is no reason to think
that this story was an invention by the compiler."rÐ
Therefore, Lau's conclusion is mere speculation and does not prove that Sima Qian
was wrong about Lao Zi. The'biography of Lao Zi by Sima Qian, however, as the above
statement has shown, was not "speculation" but an historical record which can be
proved by many other Chinese classics.

2.8 Summary and conclusion
The names: Lao Zî's surname was Lao*a,later changed to Li ã; this fact has been
proved by four items of evidence with supporting arguments. His private names were
Dan 1Ê and Er 4. He was called as'Zi Ç'as an honorary name meaning gentleman,
scholar. or master.

IIis native place: Lao Ziwas

a native of Chu Æ, formerly belonging to

Occupation: He was an a¡chivist of Zhou |fl,

a contemporary

Chen ffi.

of Confucius.

The meeting *'ith Confucius: Lao Zi did meet Confucius. Concerning this meeting,
schola¡s hold different opinions. Liang Qichao and his followers deny that this meeting
took place, presenting mainly two arguments: one is based on the inconsistencies among
the speeches of Lao Zi in different records; the other is based on the reliability of the
source concerning the record of the meeting.

Concerning the first issue. I have argued that these differences in the speeches in
different records do not show that the essential content ofthese speeches are inconsistent.
These speeches in fact are not essentially inconsistent with the Laa:i.
Concernin-9 the second issue, I have argued that Sima Qian relies on a different
source of tradition than thât of ¡he Zhuang¿i; thus, the unreliability of the Zhuangzi
cannot erase the reliability of the Slztt. Moreover, the Inner chapters of the Zhuangzi,
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which are generally accepted as reliable, do record Lao Dan's death and that Lao Dan
lived in the same time as Confucius did; thus, Lao Dan must have lived before the
Zhuangzi's Inner chapters were written. Aside from these, records may be found of the
meeting in the tfï: kngziwen, Lushi chunqiø and the Xunzi. We hnd no compelling
reasons to deny the historical validity of these records. Thus, many of the arguments of
recent schola¡s have been shown to rely on assumption rather than fact.

The identification with Lao

LaiZi:LaoZi

and Lao

Larziã*+

were two different

people.

The identifïcation with Lao Peng: No certain conclusion emerges concerning the
identification between LaoZi and Lao PengâÐ.
The identification with Taishi DAI\[: Lao Zi 2,7 and Taishi DAN AÊ.Æ were two
different people. Lao Dan ë4Ê, ¡.e.,Lao Zi was a contemporary of Confucius, while
Taishi DAN was the historian of Zhou who met Duke Xian of Qin ãBt/^ sometime
between 384-362 BC.

The son of Lao ZirZong: Znng ,* was the son of another man whose family name w¿ìs
also "Lao". lVe can reasonably suppose that the Grand Historian DAN lã was an
historical figure and was Zong's father. But, because of his similarity Lao Dan in more
than one respect, he was confused q'ith him-
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